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Remember the other day we
mentioned that Brigham Fut-
rell was bit by a fox just be-
fore leaving for Houston, Tex-
as to visit his daughter?
Brigham told us at that time
that he had seen the fox out
in the yard and it was acting
In an odd manner. Later in the
day he saw the fox stretched
out in the yard and he thought
it was dead. When he investi-
gated, the fox jumped up and
oit him on the leg.
He killed the fox and brought
in the head for examination for
rabies. He left on his trip won-
dering what the analysis would
be. The report was negative and
a call arrived at his daughter's
home in Houston two hours be-
fore Brigham got there. Need-
less to say Brigham enjoyed his
visit more than if the report
had been positive.
Had the report been positive,
then he would have had to take
the Pasteur treatment.
Brigham came in the office
Yesterday n.orning and we ask-
ed him about the incident `ie
cause we feel sure many people
wondered what the heck hap-
pened.
Thought for the Week: "If our
Nation's millionaires were tax-
ed 100 percent of their incomes
each year, the revenue would
run the Federal Government
only 29 hours. If all the in-
come from individuals making
over $25,000 per year was tak-
en as tax, it would run the gov-
ernment fur less than three
C
a.. In fact, if all personal hi-
e over $10,000 were con-
ted, it would run the gov-
ernment only HI% days. This
eight be one reason why the
Sejority of Americans, at least
those who are paying the bill,
want to reduce the size, coat
and control of Fedgeral Govern-
ment." — Rep. Ed Foreman of
New Mexico.
This information supports what
we have said in the past that
the backbone of the nation's
income has always come from
those making $10,000 a year and
less and always will. For one
reason primarily, and that is,
that there are just more folks
in that cateogry.
Any tax legislation that fails
to give relief to this group is
just not much tax legislation.
Bditor and Publisher magazine
reports that Rep. William G.
Bray is upset about the custom
of referring to men in uniform
as "boys." He says: "Boys? Boys
are being scouted by college
football coaches; boys are sink-
ing hook shots from center
court; boys are thinking of the
senior prom. We have men --
in capital letters, MEN — in
Vietnam! They wade leech-in-
fested rivers; they hang from
the doors of helicopter gun-
ships; with no more protecticn
than a Red Cross on their hel-
mets, they charge into mach-
ine-gun fire to reach the wound-
ed. It is sometimes difficult to
say when a boy becomes a man,
but there is one time that no
one can doubt; when he puts on
the uniform of his country,
when he wears this uniform in
to battle, and when this same
uniform is soaked with his
blood or that of his comrades."
All we can add to this is amen.
Somehow the term, soldier
Ons, 
does not seem to fit our
 in Viet Nam.
Mrs. Taylor comes in to may
she saw a white Robin. An Al-
bino probably. Stayed around
for a couple of weeks, then left.
Caught two big Grasshoppers
Sunday and pitched them in to
our Oscar. He reacted as usual
by swimming around the bot-
tom of the aquarium, looking
upward all the time. After he
had satisfied his ritualistic im-
pulses, he got down to business
and ate them.
Talking about it at dinner and
someone remarked that it was
cruel to feed the Grasshoppers
to Oscar, At the time they were
munching On a good ' steak,
hich we hastened to point out.
Everything eats something else.
(Continued on Page Five)
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1949 and 1950 Kirksey High
Classes Hold Their Reunion
OUT OF QUARANTINE
Quarantined with the Apollo
11 Moan astronauts at Space
Center. Houston, Tex., after
she was expcsed to lunar
material, Heather Owens. 23,
talks with newsmen before
being released with the three
crew members
I The Mission Board of the'Blood River Baptist Association
Iwill meet on Thursday, August
114, at seven p.m. at the First
Missionary Baptist Church,
Benton.
by United Press International
The largest nudist camp in
the world was L'Ule due Lev-
ant, in Southern France, which
harbored 15,000 devotees until
it' was taken over for defense
by the French navy in 1965.
One person was cited by the'
Murray Police Department on
Monday. The citation was for
driving while intoxicated and
driving on a revoked license
Members of the 1949 and
1950 graduating classes of Kirk-
sey High School held their 20th
and 19th class reunions re-
spectively at a joint dinner held
at the Holiday Inn, Murray, on
Saturday evening.
James V. Edwards of Seda-
lia, Mo,, president of the 1949
class, acted as master of cere-
monies.
Alvin Usrey of Murray, class
of 1949, read the prophecy for
his class, and Douglie Tucker,
class of 1950, read the prophecy
tor his class.
Mrs. Hafton Cole, nee Evelyn
Kirkland, of the class of 1949
received the prize for coming
the furthest distance from
Philadelphia, Pa., for the reun-
ion.
The winner for having the
most children, four, went to
Fred Cain of Mayfield, class of
1949. Mrs. John Steele, nee
Lillian Suiter of Murray, receiv-
ed the prize for having been
married the most years.
Mrs Alvin Usrey and Mrs.
James V. Edwards decorated
the tables in the school colors
of blue and white. Blue wicker
baskets filled with white mums
with blue and white candles
were used. Blue crepe paper
was placed down the center of
the white covered tables. Fav-
ors of small blue baskets filled
with mints with, the banner ef
the class year were given to
each member.
Nine of the 1949 members of
a class of twelve were present.
They were Alvin Usrey, Mrs.
John C. Steele, both of Murray,
Mrs. Halton Cole of Philadel-
phia, Pa., Mrs. Mack Pulliam or
Stonefort, Ill., Mr. and Mrs
James V. Edwards of Sedalia,
Mo., Fred Cain of Mayfield,
Billy Joe Hale and Dwaine
Adams of Murray.
Nine of the 1950 members of
a class of fourteen were pre-
sent. They were Mr. and Mrs
Hiram Riley of Mayfield, Mrs.
Calvin Arnett and Mrs. Ted
Wilson of St, Louis, Mo., Mrs.
Alvin Usrey, Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Tucker. James Samuel
Workman, all of Murray, and
(Continued on Page Five)
Higher Incomes and Spending
Reported In Calloway County
(Special to the Ledger & Tirnul in the United States and with
teW
NEW YORK — According to-"Kentucpekree 
In the Sta
y.
nt
a new survey of business activ- Will consumers, locally and
ity in communities across the elsewhere, continue their spend-
country, Calloway County turn- ing pace during the rest of
ed in an above-average perform- 1969? That appears to be any-
ance in the past year. one's guess — including Wash-
Significant gains were report-, ington's.
ed for its trading area as local That they will have the abil-
residents, armed with better in. ity to do so seems quite evid-
comes, spent a record amount ent. All they would have to do
for goods and services, would be to cut down further
The findings are presented in on their savings rate or dip in-
a copyrighted report, called to their accumulated savings
"Survey of Buying Power," pre- Or, they could be spared the
pared and released by Sales
tManagement. It gives data on
how much was earned and how
much was spent in each area of
the country.
Calloway County's market
strength reflects the growing
spending potential of the local
population. People were earn-
ing more and were ready to
spend more.
Their net disposable income
in the year, after payment of
personal taxes, came to $57,-
121,000, a gain over the pre-
vious year's $48.538,000.
What this amounted to, on
a per-family basis, was deter-
mined by dividing the dollar
volume by the number of house-
holds. The average, per house-
hold, was $7,323, as against the
prior year's $6,849
Despite the continuing rise
in the cost of living and de-
spite the surtax that cut into
their income in the second half
of the year, local residents con-
tinued to spend freely.
They compensated for the
surtax by putting that much
less into savings.
All in all, they made it a
good year for retail stores in
Calloway County. Their sales
volutite reached $40,684,000,
topping the previous year's
S37,152,000.
The rise, 9.5 percent, com-
pares with a 8.2 percent rise
necessity of doing so if incomes
continue rising sufficiently.
Rises are scheduled for many
people by virtue of wage in-
creases that have just gone in
to effect for public employees
and cost of living advances for
union workers.
Old Salem Cemetery Special On Foster ,
Plans Homecoming Homes Will Be
Seen On WKMUAll persons interested in the ,
upkeep of Old Salem Cemetery I
-veare asked to meet on Sunday, "A Little Lo, A Little
CAugust 17, at the cemetery. are," a 30-minute TV movie
This will be homecoming day appeal for foster homes for 3,-
000 homeless Kentucky child-for persons to send or bring
their donations. This will also
be the day to let the contract
for the upkeep for the coming
•year.
Jack Dodd, Larry Parker, and
Charlie Rains compose the
committee in charge of the ar,
rangements.
Mrs. Jenny Humphreys o
North 18th Street, Murray, is a
patient at the Medical Center
at Lexington where she has un
dergone surgery.
Her address for those who
would like to send her cards or
letters is Mrs. Jenny Humph
reys, Room 860, Medical Cen
ter, University Hospital, Lex-
ington, Ky.
Deputy Sheriff Brent Out-
land took James Dale Martin to
the LaGrange Reformatory on
Monday, according to Sheriff
Fannie Stubblefield.
Martin's probation for store-
house breaking was revoked by
the Circuit Court. Sheriff Stub-
blefield said he was sentenced
to two years for the charge in
February 1968.
The Murray State board of
regents voted last week to name
the new gyamnasium at Univer-
sity School, the university's lab-
oratory school, in honor of all-
time Murray State basketball
great Garrett Beshear.
Beshear, who died last sum-
mer, set several school records
and was widely-known for his
exploits as the old man* of col-
lege basketball after returning
from the service. He set a sin-
gle season per game scoring
average record of 23.8 during
the 1952-53 season when he was
30 years old.
Named three times to ttie all
Ohio Valley Conference team
and as a Little All-American in
1952, he had coached 14 years
at University School before his
death.
. . _
Low Bridge — Thls MS Ford LTD was
when it flipped and rolled over south of Mur
of South 12th Street was injured in the acrid
the car went off a high shoulder, then back
Pep.
ten, will be shown twice by
INKMU, Murray's educational
TV station.
Showing times have been an-
nounced as 8 p.m. on August 13
and 7:30 p.m. on August 26.
Produced by the State De-
partment of Public Information
tor the Department of Child
Welfare, the film portrays the
lonely life of children in state
and private institutions, and
the happy transition to life with
a family where they feel they
"belong".
Viewers are invited to con-
tact the Child Welfare office
at Mayfield for information on
becoming foster parents for a
few months or years. Just
phone 247-4711.
Children needing foster
homes range in age from birth
to 16 years. Some have special
needs — the retarded, the emo-
tionally or physically handl
capped, the Negro child, the
biracial, and the older child.
payments for the care by the Dear Mr'
State vary by type of care re-
quired. There are allowances
for clothing, including care and
repair, medical expenses, per-
sonal spending, babysitting
needed because of illness to
somc,ine in the home.
-Kentticky Dam State
Park Manager Dies
Today At Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. gin — Rob-
ert E. Brainer, 55, manager of
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park died today at a hospital
,•here
A native of Owensboro, Brai-
ner had been ill for aPProxi-
tititely two weeks.
Brainer was named manager
of the park in December, 1968.
Fair and warmer today
through Wednesday. Highs to-
day mostly in the 80s. Laws to-
night upper 50s east to mid
60s west.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m., 356.6,
down 0.1.
Below dam, 301.7, up 0.4, no
gates open.
Below ,dam, 302.9, up 0.4.
Sunrise 6:11, sunset 7:52.
Moon rose at 5:18 a.m.
A friendly black and white
puppy is free to someone for a
pet. If interested call 753-1302
or 753-5842.
Rev. James B. Benedict was
the guest speaker at both the
morning and evening services
of the First Baptist Church on
Sunday in the absence of the
pastor, Dr. H. C. Chiles, who is
on vacation. Rev. Benedict,
graduate student at Murray
State University, was ordained
to the ministq of the church
In 1958 by the First Baptist
Church.
rdwcdin'het;htf,
ray on the New Concord road.
ent. He was thrown into the
on to the highway to overturn
Miss Judy Kelso of Calloway
County is one of twenty area
4-H members and their chape-
rones who left August 5 for
Ventura, Calif., for a week's
exchange trip.
The group are enjoying swim-
ming, dancing, a trip to Disney-
land, and family day during
their stay with California 4-
Hers.
Others in the area making
the trip were Phyllis Hunt,
Bardwell, Connie Cooper, La-
Center, Nancy Majors, Wingo,
Shelia Duncan, Hickory, Kathy
Milrer, W. Paducah, David Har-
rison and Patricia Harrison,
Farmington, Teresa Turner, La-
Center, Mary Tow Elrod, Kevil,
Vickie McDermott, Jane Travis,
Calvert City, Gordon Samples,
Clinton, Connie Parker, Renton,
Dennis Caldwell, Clinton, Steve
Jackson, Fancy Farm, Melanie
Wilson, Wickliffe, Karen Sul-
livan, Kevil, and Beverly Park-
er, Bandana.
In reply to your Seen &
Heard column of Wednesday,
August 6, concerning 15c cof-
fee (oops, I mean 16c coffee)
it seems .all good things must
come to an end some time or
the other. I can remember that
not long ago your advertising
rate was about 40c per column
inch: however, now I believe it
is about 80c per column inch,
which almost extinguishes my
desire to advertise. But . . . if
you would refill my ads 3 or 4
times without charge, then I
believe I would be getting a fair
bargain with our advertising.
The National Restaurant As-
sociation tells me the first cup
of coffee costs Vic, the first re-
fill Sc, and each refill thereaf-
ter 4c. So, if we sell you a cup
of coffee for 15c and give you
two free refills, we then have
a cost of 15%c. Hardly as pro-
fitable as the newspaper bus-
iness.
This year the Palace Drive-In
will dispense more than 350,000
cups of coffee. Maybe next year
it will pass the half-million
mark. Jim, you are always wel-
come to come to the Palace for
coffee, 16c coffee, that is.
Palace Drive-In
Lindy L. Carr
Owner
Young people from the First
United Methodist Church have
attended the summer program
at' Lakeshore Methodist Camp
at Eva, Tenn., this year.
Miss Nancy Diuguid served
as a counselor. Young people
attending were Cheryl Willis,
Susan Valentine, Lynn Hewitt,
Jane Suffill, Donna Humphries,
Marcie Fielder, Donna Cole, Su-
zanne Jones, Emily Byrn, Phil
Byrn, Scott Willis, Dean Willis,
Ricky Lowe, and Tommy Irvan.
The Calloway County Riding
Club will meet Thursday, Aug-
ust 4, at seven p.m. at the Rid-
ing Ring. All members are urg-
ed to attend.
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (UPI) — North Viet-
namese and Viet Cong troops
poured out of jungles today to
attack U.S. bases near the Cam-
bodian border in a new offen-
sive that erupted into the heav-
iest fighting in Vietnam since
last February.
Communist forces shelled 137
Allied targets including a U.S.
Navy hospital where mortar
rounds blew up in a ward
crowded with 50 wounded men
and in an operating room.
American troops killed more
than 360 Communist soldiers in
repulsing 13 ground attacks
mostly in the strategic area be-
tween Saigon and the Cambod-
ian border. At least 29 Ameri-
cans were killed and more than
200 wounded.
Military sources said the new
wave of attacks of shelling and
on the ground were the start of
a new late summer Communist
offensive.
Communiques said that since
North Vietnamese infantrymen
attacked Marine camps near the
Demilitarized Zone DMZ Sun-
day nearly 100 Americans had
been killed and more than 550
wounded. Communist dead ap-
proached 1,000.
U.S. military sources saw the
new attacks as designed to run
up U.S. casualties and increase
antiwar feeling- in the United
States.
Two of the most spectacular
attacks were near the huge
'American base at Da Nang on
South Vietnam's northern coast.
Viet Cong commandos dress-
ed in loincloths and carrying
satchels filled with dynamite
attacked the U.S. 1st Marine
Division headquarters near Da
Nang early today.
Marine defenders killed 11 of
them after several broke thr-
ough the barbed wire surround-
ing the base. The Viet Cong
killed two Marines and wound-
ed five, some of whom fell in
the barrage of 122mm rockets
the Communists fired before
the ground assault.
The worst of the Communist
attacks wr.s a mortar assault on
the U.S. Navy Hospital five
miles south of the northern
coastal city of Da Nang. It is
the largest U.S. medical evacu-
ation hospital in Vietnam.
One 82mm mortar round blew
up inside a ward housing 50
patients, wounding 12 of them.
Another blasted an operating
room.
The mortar round that ex-
ploded in the hospital's operat-
ing room wounded three Navy
medical corpsmen and three
hospital staff members
Eleven 82mm mortar rounds
hit the hospital.
The Communist shelling at-
1/4icits included bombardment of
Saigon's suburban 4th Precinct
with 122mm rockets. More
122mm rockets smashed into
Hue on the northern coast.
No Major Damage
The Saigon area attack caus-
ed neither major damage nor
casualties. One Vietnamese civ-
ilian was killed and two others
wounded at Hue.
North Vietnamese charged an
American brigade base camp
near Quan Loi 62 miles north-
west of Saigon and the Amer-
icans killed 78 of them. The
Communists fired machine guns,
hurled dynamite bombs and
grenades as they
Six Americans were killed
and 42 wounded.
The Communists managed to
seize one American bunker and
destroy an American plane on
a nearby airstrip before they
were driven off.
- About the same time, North
Vietnamese troops attacked a
1st Cavalry Division camp near
Phuoc Binh 60 miles north of
Saigon. The camp defenders
killed 60 of the attackers at a
cost of two Americans killed
and eight wounded.
In a third attack, the Com-
munists sent ground troops a-
gainst landing zone Becky
southeast of Katum and 65
miles northwest of Saigon for
the second day in a row.
Eight Americans were killed
and 39 wounded. The defend-
ers killed 54 of the attackers.
The Murray Women's Soft-
ball team has been invited to
attend the State Amateur Soft-
ball tournament at Lexington
on August 21-24.
This is the first time that
any Western Kentucky team
will have been represented at
the state tournament, accord-
ing to a spokesman for the
Murray team which plans to
attend he tournament.
The Murray team has lost one
game and won three in the
games played so far in the sea-
son. They were defeated by
Fulgham, and later won over
Farmington, General Tire, May-
field Yellow Jackets, and
gham.
Three games are scheduled
by the team this week at the i•
Murray City Park. They will
play tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30
with Brewers, on Thursday at
7:30 p. m. with the Mayfield
Jets, and Friday at 7:30 p. in.
with Symsonia.
The team also has scheduled
three games for the week of
August 18 before going to the
state tournament.
Members of the team include
Joann Woods, Lois Smith, Car-
olyn Wells, Mary Ann Dough-
day, Sue Stone, Susan Nanny,
Shirley Wilferd, Margaret Sum-
mers, Becky Edwards, Mary
Beth Carrico, Barbara Nell Bo-
/en, Linda Waugh, Sylvta Car-
rico, and Dian Hendricks.
The Calloway County High
School Banu Boosters Club will
meet Thursday, August 14, at
7:30 p.m. at the school.
David Berry, new band die
ector of the school, slll be pre-
sent for this very important
meeting.
All parents are urged to at-
tend.
leek* Sheeltter The shoe:Met on thIc stretch eV the NO" Concord road Is IgIW to
ten inches lower than the pavement. Th% road is being repaved and numerous signs were
put up by th, Highway Department tn prevent accidents. The yardstick shows the heighth of
the pavement above the shoulder. Motorists should exercise care until construction Is com-
pleted. (Staff Photos by Ed Collie)
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Inquest Is Merited
The planned inquest into the death of Mary Jo
Kopechne, who drowned when Sen. Edward M. Ken-
needy drove his car off a bridge, could help clear away
some of the clouds of doubt which still hang over the
case.
Senator Kennedy has yet to submit himself to a
public inquiry. The story he told Edgartown, Mass.,
authorities many hours after the accident raises
-almost as many questions as it answers.
His televised speech, when viewed as an emo-
tional plea for political support, was a success. But
as a clear account of the accident, it left much to be
desired.
The inquest probably would be painful for the
parents of the dead girl, who certainly have known
enough grief. But Mrs. Joseph Kopechne says she
favors the inquest "because it might clear the air."
That's the whole point.
T he Kentucky P ost
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON - Sen. Hugh Scott, R-Pa., commenting on a bill
he introduced to allow college administrators to seek federal court
orders to curb campus protests:
"This destruction of property and waste oi our titizens' tax
dollars must end."
WASHINGTON - Sen. John C. Stennis, D-Miss., on the current
anti-military efforts of some members of Congress:
"There is a feeling of mistrust, a 'down with the military'
sentiment which represents a real danger to this country."
MCCALLEN, Tea, - The wife of Gene Reynolds, a McAllen
man who beat overwhelming odds and is recovering from a near
fatal fall at his home a year ago:
."Everybody gave up on him but me. They wanted me to put
him in a rest home and forget about him. But 1 couldn't do that."
ia
Capt. U. C. Wilber of Swarthmore,SAIGON - Army Pa., comm-
ander of an American hospital attacked by popular forces in
'Vietnam:
"In the other attacks there has &Ploys been some cinestion
as to whether they were actually shooting at our hospital. This
time there was no doubt they were aiming at us." 1
' n
' Bible forThought Today
' Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom, neither let the mighty
• man glory in his might, let not the rich man glory in his riches. —
Jeremiah 9:23.
: It is so easy for the rich and successful to be proud and boast
: in their own achievements.
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HUNTING CWES IN MICHIGAN SLAYING— Mounted Wash-
tenaw County sheriffs deputies hunt for clues in the vicin-
ity of the spot where the nude and battered body of Karen
Sue Beineman, 18, was found near Ann Arbor. Mich. She
apparently was the seventh victim of an elusive sex killer.
— LEGAL NOTICE —
HEARING
PROPOSED HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
Pursuant to Section 128 of Title 23 of the United
States Code. a Public Hearing w111 be held Thursday.
September 18. 1969, at 1:30 P.M. prevailing local time,
in the Murray City Hall at Murray, Kentucky. The
purpose of this hearing is to afford all interested per-
sons affected by the construction of the Main Street in
Murray. from the intersection of 16th Street, extending
east to the intersection with 6th Street, a distance of
approximately 1.1 miles, project S 328, SP 18-103, an
opportunity to express their views concerning the eco-
nomic effect the improvement will have on the com-
munity. The construction will be four lane grade and
drain and high type surface. a
. . Information relating to this project may be obtain-,
ed at the Paducah District Office of the Department of
Highways prior to the date of the hearing and a the
. -- - TOM SCOTT . .
District Engineer
Department of Hiihways,
Paducah. Kentucky
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Mrs. Lela Shrader
Mei Al Age 91;
Rites Set Tuesday
Mrs. Lela Shrader died at Henry
County General Hospital Sunday
morning at 2:15 o'clock at the age
of 92. She had made her home for
several years with her daughter,
Mrs. Iva Mule in Puryear.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at 2:33 p.m. in South
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church
with burial in the chuch
cemetery. McEvoy Funeral Home
in Puryear will be in charge of all
arrangements. The body is at
McEvoy Funeral Home in
Puryear.
She was born August 10, 1877 in
Henry County the daughte of the
late George Thompson and Lucy
Paschall Thompson. She was
married in 1896 to Alonzo Shrader
and he preceded her in death Dec.
17, 1965. She was a member of
Purvear Methodist Church.
She leaves three daughters, Mrs
Tommy Blackshear of
McKenzie, Mrs. Inez Johnson of
Chicago and Mrs. Mule of
Puryear; two sons, Aubrey
Shrader of Hazel and P. M.
Shrader of Clarksville; one
brother, Onas Thompson of
Puryear eleven grandchildren
and Z great grandchildren.
Land
Transfers
Clyde Spiceland and Blan-
che Spiceland to Robert L
Hicks and Peggie Hicks of
Dearborn, Mich.; property in
Calloway County.
Virginia C. Hays and Minnis
Amelia Alderman of East Ely,
Neva*, to Robert Peskuski
and Peggy Peskuski; lot on
Kentucky Lake.
J. N. Outland and Modelle
Outland to Warren in Patter-
son, Osco Patterson, and Floy
Patterson; lot on Poplar Street.
Constance Ann Brown Rus-
sell to Kenneth J. Owen and
Anna Mae Owen; lot on Main
Street.
William H. (Jake) Dunn to
J. H. Watson, Earl Nanny, and
James W. Thurmond, trustees
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ; lot on South
4th Street.
William A. Jones and Martha
Nell Jones to David E. Crick
and Marcia S. Crick; 9.1 acres
on A. A. Whitlow Road.
Flora Ford to H. L. Ford and
Norma Dean Ford; 1.305 acres
on Highway 94 West.
Mildred Orr Herning to town
of Hazel; lot in town of Hazel.
Hubert Pittman and Blanche
Pittman to Danny Pittman; lot
in Blood River Subdivision.
R. F. Coleman to Donald J.
Cox, Jr., and Mildred R. Cox of
Key West, Fla.; lot on Provid-
ence-New Hope Road.
Jerry B. Overcast and Janice
F. Overcast to Roger 0. Pique
and Helen Rachel Pique; lot on
Highway 94 West.
Bertha Hill to Hazel E. Ta-
bers; fourteen acres in Callo-
way County,
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to Mrs.
Charles Hershrunner of Nash-
ville, Tenn., one lot; to Harmon
J. Cashon and Roselle V. Ca.
shon of St. Louis, Mo., one lot.
Keniana Development Com-
pany, Inc., to Howard E. Hut-
chins and Catherine M. Hutch-
ins of Highland, Ind.; lot in
Keniana Lake Share Subciivvi-
non.
Gene Steely and Max M.
Sykes to Gene Steely, Doris
Steely, Max M. Sykes, and Jo-
anna Sykes; lot in Gatesbor-
ough Estates Subdivision.
J. T. Todd and Barbara Todd
to L. D. Miller and Frances
Miller; property in Calloway
County.
Fred Lee and Rubena Lee to
Fred Thomas Lee; correction of
title to property in Calloway
County.
Fred Thomas Lee to Rubena
Lee; correction of title to pro-
perty in Calloway County.
Calloway County Land Com-
pany, Inc., to Roman V. Pry-
datkevytch of Owensboro; lot
hi Pine Bluff Shores Subdivi-
sion.
Calloway Resorts, Inc., to
Lloyd Carter and Peggy Carter
of Blytheville, Ark.; lot in Cent.
er Ridge Subdivision.
NO ACCIDENT
MOSCOW UPI - Moscow Radio
said today President Nixon's "lu-
nar diplomacy" was an attempt
to cover up of all America's
recent "contradictions and fail-
ures."
In an English - language broad-
cast beamed to North America,
Moscow Radio saad it was no acc-
ident Nixon's world tour coincid-
ed with the successful Apollo ll
moon landing.
"It seems they the United Stat-
es wanted the achievement in spa-
ce to eclipsethe coqUsuine offi.
cial course of the federal admin-
istration with all its contradic-
tions and failures," the broad-
cast said.
4
MAKES SOLO FLIGHT — Dan McKee! (left) son of Mr.
and Mrs. Coleman McKee, Is congratulated by his flight in-
structor, Ron Jones president of Jones Aviation, Inc., on mak-
ing his first sole flight.
Investment Credit Favored
By Most Business; Survey
"Promises, promises!" This
refrain is not only being popu-
larized on Rrosaclway, but ex-
presses the mood of many bus-
inessmen looking to Washington
for the politicans to make good
on last year's pledges.
While the Administration has
been pushing for repeal of the
7-percent investment credit, the
nation's independent business
owners want to remind the Ad-
ministration that ,the 1968 Re-
publican Platform endorsed this
same tax incentive principle as
a means of spurring economic
development of rural areas.
As an anti-inflation move,
President Nixon has sought re-
peal of the existing investment
tax credit, which has helped
large and small businesses mo-
dernize. This permits business-
es to subtract from their Fed-
eral income tax bill 7-percent
of the . cost of new machinery
and equipment.
Not only is repeal unpopu-
lar in a tight-money period, but
a majority of the independent
businessmen want the tax cre-
dit princple enlarged to stim-
ulate the economy of "small-
town America", says the Na-
tional Federation of Indepen-
dent Business.
A Federation poll shows 65
percent of the business own-
ers favor passage of the Rural
Job Development Act, propos-
ed by Senator James Pearson
of Kansas and Senator Fred
Harris of Oklahoma. When in-
troduced, 35 Senators signed
as co-sponsors. It embodies the
principle of legislation first pro-
posed four years ago by Repre
sentative Joe L. Evins of Ten-
nessee.
For new businesses establish-
ed in designated rural areas
providing at least 10 new jobs,
the bill would give a 14-percent
tax credit on machinery and
equipment purchaes, a 7-per-
cent credit on land and build-
ing investment, accelerated de-
preciation of improvements and
a tax incentive for on-the-job
training of workers recruited
from the immediate area.
The areas would be designat-
ed by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture on the basis of employ-
ment decline, low incomes or
the closing of Defense Depart-
ment installations.
Senators Harris and Pearson,
and almost two-thirds of the
independents, believe this in-
centive package would solve
several related problems, prin-
cipally the economic stagnation
of many rural communities,
and the continuing migration
of job-seekers from these areas
into congested cities, where
many find only further despair
and unemployment doles. The
legislation may also contribute
to relief of welfare, slum and
other city problems.
Senator Pearson says incent-
ives of this type are needed "to
overcome some of the factors
which otherwise discourage ex-
pansion into these areas", chief.
ly higher transportation costs
and shortages of trained labor
He contends that tax policy can
influence business investment
toward constructive social and
economic ends.
In its poll, the Federation
found only 29 percent of the
businessmen opposed to the
Pearson-Harris bill, and 6 per-
cent undecided. The Federa-
tion points out that substantial
support was registered even
though few independents could
undertake new enterprises large
enough to qualify for the bene-
fits. However, many would in-
directly benefit from corporate
expansions into their commun
ales.
Rusinesinnen in Kentucky re-,
monded with 57 per cent sup-
porting the bill, 41 percent op-
posed and "no vote" by 2 per-
cent
The Rural Job Development
Act is more liberal in benefita 
than the original Evins bill,
which has gained bi-partisan
support in the House Small
Business Committee. The Evins
bill requires 20 new jobs to
qualify and provides one 7-per.
cent credit and rapid amortiza-
tion of costs.
The new Senate proposal is
more restrictive, however, as
to where the benefits will be
allowed. The bill provides that
the Secretary of Agriculture
would designate "rural job de-
velopment areas"—counties in
which employment has decreas-
ed at least 5 percent in the
past five years, or 15 percent
of the residents have "poverty"
incomes of $3,000 a year or less.
No county with a city of 50,-
000 population could be des-
ignated, as the bill is now writ-
ten.
One businessman in Montan-
ma expressed the problem well:
"I live in a slightly declining
or perhaps level area with very
little new activity. Although I
am able to atop a business
growth, it is at the expense
of my competitors. /4e4; business
is not here. Right now we are
unable to attract young men
and new money into our com-
munity. Our tax base is declin-
ing each year, but inflation is
constantly raising costs. With-
out immediate help, this com-
munity and many similar com-
munities are going to be in ser-
ious trouble. . ."
Two-thirds of the independ-
ent business owners believe this
tax-incentive measure could end
the gross economic imbalance
between metropolitan and rural
areas which has concentrated
some 90 percent of U. S. pop-
ulation onto little more thax
one (1) percent of the land.
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ALMANAC
by United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 12,
the 224th day of 1969 with 141
to follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1658, s "rattle watch" of
eight men was formed in the
colony of New Amsterdam--
the first police force in Amer-
ica.
In 1851, Isaac Singer w as
granted a patent for his sewing
machine — and established a
business in Boston with $40.
In 1947, fashion designers
started a controversy by intro-
ducing women's dresses that
reached nearly to the ankles.
In 1961, the U.S. Satellite
One was orbited into space.
A thought for the day —
Sommerset Maugham said,
"People ask you for criticism,
but they want only praise."
TUESDAY — AUGUST 12, 1969 
MEN DISAPPEAR •
.;
CHAMONIX, France UPI -Two
members of the Czechoslovak
Auto-Skoda ice hockey team dis-
appeared after a game in this
Alpine town Saturday night, pol-
ice said Monday. The men, iden-
tified only as forwards Sand and
Berta, apparently slipped away
from their hotel while their team-
mates were dining, authorities
said.
Today thru Wed.
NOW! UNCUT! POPULAR PRICES!
CAllieArldrOWS ra4isiUIE
Ross NUNTWIS od,
Calcium and phosphorous,
essential for bone development,
are found in milk and other
dairy products.
*4*
Iron, needed to form red
blood cells, is found in meat and
leafy vegetables,.
Vitamin I) is manufactured
by the human body from. 
sunlightand also the chemicals
found in fish, butter and egg
BEAR VICTIM Paul M. Pow-
ers, 18, North Andover,
Mass., is recovering in a
Denver hospital after a bear
bit off part of his scalp while
attacking 30 Boy Scouts
camping at Cimarron, N.M.
G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW end USED
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
SONY 94. ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
- oaring. I'm. 7-03 - 005- •
OIL 0. G HOP4oN J0,4N 0 G4004,4
Nom PH 43-5890 753 2985
MARK EVERY GRAVE
Since lug
Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
rector White - Manager
111 Maple St 753-2512
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Successful, established. local retail business.
Will sell one-half interest or more to person that
wants. to go in business for themself.
Lots of work and dealing with the public requir-
ed, but the money is nice.
The person I am looking for has a good job at
present, but would like to have a bit more for him-
self and his family.
Send your name, address and phone number to
The Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 32-A. Murray, Ken-
tucky.
Be sure that I will keep your name confidential.
Another Week of Sheer Joy!
WALT DISNEY
primiectkes'
TECHNICOLOR'
10014 10 IA* name WALT DISNEY
4.41
for HI* finest in family Ontertaielnienti
Positively Ends Tuesday, August 19th
FEATURES AT 1:30, 3:35, 5:30, 7:30, & 9:30
ADMISSION — ADULTS 2.58 - CHILDREN 1.55
BRANDIES MACHINERY
USED EQUIPMENT SPECIAL
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TD-9-92 series with direct start diesel engine,
4 in 1 bucket — 14 yard capacity — PRICE  WHO
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TD-13 — 131
angle blade. 20" track shoes — PRICE 
series tractor with hydraulic
 $1,500
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TD-1111A tractor with BUCYRUS-ERIE hydraulic
straight blade. 20" track shoes — PRICE  $3,S00
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TD-20 — 200 series tractor with hydraulic
straight blade, double drum power control unit. motel cab — PRICE  $12,000
ALLIS-CHALMERS Model HO-S crawler loader with GM 2.71 diesel engine, 13" track
shoes, Pi yard bucket — "Mechanics Special" — PRICE  $1,750
ALLIS-CHALMERS Model HD-11B tractor with hydraulic straight blade, 20" track
shoes, metal cab — PRICE  $6,250
CATERPILLAR Model 955 crawler Wilder with pony starting engine, 194 yard bucket—
PRICE  94,500
CATERPILLAR Model 137 tractor, 31 series. straight Mean double drum power control
unit, HYSTER D7N Winch--"Mechanics Special' — PRICE  $4,000
BUCYRUS-ERIE Model 224 CRANE with INC Model UD-14 diesel engine, no
PRICE   $4,250
HOUGH Model HA Psyloader with Waukesha gas engine, two wheel drive, It yard
bucket — PRICE   $1,750
HOUGH Modal HF Paylea with lumber forks, no bucket, Hercules gas engine, two
wheel drive — PRICE  $2.350
CATERPILLAR Model NO rubber tired loader with V-5 disel engine, 233 x 23 tires, en-
closed cab, 4 yard spa* nose bucket — PRICE  $32300
ALLIS-CHALMERS Model TS-360 Motor Scraper A.C. diesel engine, 20
yards heaped capacity, 24.00 a 29 tires — PRICE 4  $5,000
BUCYRUS-ERIE Model S-91 pv11 scraper with 16.00 a 20 tires, low profile bowl, 15
yards heaped capacity — PRICE 
$BARBER-GREENE Model TA-30 wheel ditcher with OM 3-53 diesel engine, 111"p2at175s0,
10" buckets for 15" cut, less than '200 hours, 1969 model —PRICE  $19,900
Brandeis Machinery & Supply Corporation
NORTH IBELTLINE HIGHWAY
; PADUCAH, KENTUCKY 42001
TOM SHEPHERD (502) 443-4591 or 442.1269
P.O. SOX INS
LOUISVILLE KENTUCKY 40201
ANUAL C. SHARP (502) 637-4741
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CLEVELAND UPI - Julie Held-
as outgoing 23-year-old New
Yorker wbo admits "PH grab a
point howeverI cm," turned
the Allst anmal Wightman Cap
teals series inio a personal
triumph.
Retying beavity on " jank shots
and scdt stuff," Miss Heldman
won three matches in the U. S.
tram* over Great Britain in
the series between the lop games
players of the two countries.
She defeated Britain's best,
Virginia Wade. &today and woo
the decisive fourth victory in the
best of seven matches itoaday,
6-3, 6-4, over Minnie Shaw.
Then Miss Heide= teamed
with Jane "Peaches" Bartkow-
les, the pride of Hamtramck,
Mich., to defeat Miss Shaw and
Miss Wade in doubles, 6-4, 6-2,
The United States upset last
your at Wimbledon, recaptered
the cap by a 5-2 margin in the Baltimore
three-day competition, and Dow Delimit
bolds a 34-7 edge hi the anonal Bolton
eyed_ Wash_
Miss Wade, who holds the U. S. New York
National Opee championship, tri-Peeeimmi
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defeat by Miss Wade
MOriDAY DISABLED
OAKLAND UPI - Outfielder
Rick Monday, who sodlered a
Drabs, hand when hit by New
York Yankees' pitcher Fritz Pei-
ergo Samday, has bees placed
on the Oakland A's disabled list
Pitcher Jim Nash, ow the lid
with a sore Moulder, was taken
off and will rejoin the winners.
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day, picked lip wide receiver
lbw McDade's from be
cage Hears ler a hire ask
chem. Commissismer Ro-
?late also spheld be trade bet
week WO be Eagles is itch
Jimmy Rao was see
alpha_ Tbe Eagles proiested
ea they horned Rale has a pilled
groin mode bet the pretest
was to no
The Chelan& Besigals obtain-
ed Rigby Jadom, a defensive
lama% from the Oeibmil Raid-
ers bar an undis-id* 
m_
The Wadded= Redskin trad-
ed tigbt mei Ken Bareitiot ID tbe
Detroit Limn ler a dealt cboice,
Adios Tose& a Plinadielpha
linebacker. yearned 'a
tie. 
opera-
on lbr bra tigameds in his
right sack aml will be sidelined
two mobs. SI lank' Dos Bre-
ma will be out far to five
weeks with a strain of len knee
ligaments.
Of the players cut My,
the most noted was Pittsburgh's
Cleanse Tbones. an 11-year
eraa Thomas played at Okla-
homa during the Bed Wilkins=
era.
Big D Retires
From Basebal
WE brand
lab Fan
MUGARA FALLS, MY. DPI
- Yomgaliers hewed at his area
and stared in me_ Neteineelome-
seers imbed bee my bros.
Ma crowd le a mere glimpse
ar a londobake.
0. J. Sampson sigeredly sok-
ered harm ID his popdarity
is be di memais of contract
brinkmanship be played with
the Butblo Hills_
Simon was peeled by a Op-
ening crowd edionled by shear-
des depdiesat 2,580-maw nen
tweed out br the returnee Am-
erica Footled League dim-
pions ia elliSas be stepped from
a plane at Greeter Heade bier-
Mho' Airport.
lk los kissed on be cheek
by Miss Babb . ladhies Kar-
pineal. and banded be keys to
Ma city by Mayor Frank
II vas a receptien be Inns
had not cosiest cm and in tack
led hoped in mei& They
not ammoce his arrival thee,
trying in keep be pressure ea
be University of Sabers Cal-
abria rimming back_
Fleetly Simpson was Wished
in fhe Alb trainee camp
on be Ilingara University cam-
where be faced a bil-scalis
ea be club at 9 IL-11.
bay. a nom anderesce at I
Let_ and amber practice se-
rim at 3 p.m.
rianiimgh Medi
EW YORK (UPI)
No bean ia the Nailed League
has hitaeld a baseball seams
inth as osier _700 woo-iost per-
centage iiee 1909. when the
pesmaat-osaaing Pittabmgli Fo-
rages had a 110-42 record for
724_
LOS ANGELES UPI - The last
of the ofd Brooklyn Dodgers is
gone bio retirement.
Dos Drysdale, a boi-tempored
Lie when be started with the club,
siclelimed himself permanently at
the age of 33 because of a bad
throwing arm.
At an emotional news confer-
ence Mooday, "Big D" said the
ann that made him Mst about
a sare-thing for the Hall of Fame
had lost its elasticity.
"I deeply regret having to re-
tire from baseball. But as they
say there are nags that are
heritable like death ad lazes
and retiring from professional
snorts."
Drysdale., the 6-lbot4 right-
bander who sometimes looked
to batters like be was throwing
from third base with his cross-
fire delivery, had a 5-4 record
this year. Last senses be had
a record string of 56 2-3 scere-
less innings. He won 14 and lost
11 His 14-year major league
career record is 209 men, 166
lost.
He was the last of the Dodgers
active with the club since 11
moved here from Broddyn is
1958. His best year tram &games
Ma standpoint vas 1962 Wen be
had 25 vidaries and only 9 loss-
es. Be got the Cy Tow Award
Mat year as autshadine pitcher
Is be mailers.
MONEY WINNERS
LC Isoosed
NM YORK (UPI)
rm McGee, =- chef for
kiwis 500 alum Simi°
,Atrivrtti. Imo been named dre-
am. a die adlyinori tvramiikare
is the Rockwei SI -mammies A-
ustad at the 1970 Memorial Day
Each yew. dirt
of cars esarsed at
vote for the clamor c.hief -
mark air masa sigairaraia cow
ailaaion Soastaosatire
rm. lacimg is rescral
Ind, 500 rare is portingar.
ATTENDANCE
CHICAGO DPI - Statistics re-
leased Monday reveal Mot ids
yeses abenchince 164,30'; vas
doen 11,014, bet New York Sta-
tes shore of pariembeel resew
nes was 311,323,118._15, up S390.-
749.15 over be SW totals, for
Ma 24-day summer meeker at
Armin&
Ken Adams Ns 2
t Oaks Tournment
Ken Aduas was a hey golfer
this pest weekend. wean hie
matches on aonseentive days in
le a semi-final herb ha
Ma bird nigh of be Oaks Coun-
try C's mond matcb play
in_ =r
After &weft of Marvin Bar-
ris in a Mad-road match Sala-
ray. Adams debated James Wa-
sher Seamy to adoace to the
semi fimis He sow awaits lbe
Owner of the James Ward-Mkk-
oy Bogs mirk sebedded in
Ma second round.
Ward reached the seemed rem-
• W defeateg James Redienne,
Boggess is Mae Wake
eta first - roma ire_
In dber play in be member-
Purcell Captures
Open Tennis Title
CARBONDALE. — neenie
Purcell of Murray ma die
par veterans singles mad
Miles tides here Sway in
Ma Swifts Mime Open Tft-
Tannoment
Pmeell, annidant bold-
ancb at Moray Stair lb&
verity. aimed Larry Geller
d St. Lois Ma„ DK 0-2 ft tale
Ma sheiks alma in be 315amil-
goer iffeisime. Gerber esallar
spot be Imp meek lin Gains.
111.5-3.
Poole adoulacedin tbe
by abaft John likumimms al
Emmodne. led„, GA 84. Bow
skis is a Smiler Wilma ease
dimples if lag Ten dolma-
pion.
Itemer-up in MIK Paten
ins seeded second tbe sigh&
Be teemed wadi Pad Room
of Paducahin captme be
meows ambles chaminesta
The nee defamed Ruben Sales
lennamm 84. 1543 in the
beets and Ea nest and Dick
Gray in the senibmis, 44,
lbsionni, seeded both in
Sear weenies singles, he in
lbe semifinals on Gerber_
Anot he r or semis sear,
Mork Reza* was beams is
Ma_-s of Seem singles
by the eminent champion, To
Goemninle, 5-7, 6-2, DC Itmlich.
of limOrmack, Wick, won Ow
Ma - Democrat Championship
Open Timis Tanoment la Pa-
ined' Ang. 1 He is anenefor
amommer admit at Marrny Stale_
LE XINGTON, Ky. (I PI)
The Lvorsity of Keolock ca
• ds 1.000th eolegiate has-
kethall tou is smietioord by
the \CAA ;rhea the %AA-via
defeated the I niversity of Geor-
&B 88-68 here Jan. 13. 1969.
NEW YORK UPI - Frank
rd, Dave Hall, and Gene Lithe
°craw the lop three positions.
and Gory Player moved ap a
notch an the Pro 2l Golf
Association's list of top may
wieners, bumping Lee Trevino
from berth place, am the strew
gh of his sewed place, $11,400
finish in the Milwaukee OPee,
So
ut
h 
12
th
 S
tr
e 
ship Issmosst, IMO NM am-
time ftramegbast be of
kw*
Jam Grope ablie103 11160-
all fiery 2ep in a Bret algid
if new
who drew a Ihrsi-roondl bye.
In likke ima by SWIM teem
111111 Rend in Ore same Rigid, if
sew meets Rada Parks. Wo
also drew a lirsi-ionod bye.
The wiener will bee Homo
Demmer in a semi-lhols sack_
Danner defeated Chester. Than
yesterday ale: both bad dim
raave  Wes-
tin. Ilene delisted Howard
Crittenden 1 up in tbe only make
played in Nee second nigh, ad
Tommy bolos bent George
Powell 4 op in a bob Miebit
snatch is advance in be semi-
finals where be bees Jack Kee-
ne.
No malcbes bine yet been play-
ed in the deopienship night,
Wick pits six of be elda's If
Mimic* golfers. Forty-bur me-
mbers are participthg in the
loursament
NOW SELLING
EXTRA URGE BUILDING LOTS
115'x 196' 120'x 196
HOLLY BUSH ESTATES
Shopping Area
•
•
_C
In
Sycamore Street
So. 16th street
Sycamore Street
O... O.. •••••• e onus e. m.o. do
3 so. 18th Street
New High School
Site •---
Holly Bush
Estates
Robertson Elementary
Murray State University 4• Main Street
Murrays Newest And Best Location: cit School 
District,  Water-Sewer-Curbs-Guffers-Gas-Close To
Grade School-Shopping & University
FINANCING AMIE TO MIMED BUYER
TUCKER REAL ESTATE Phone 753-4342502 Maple
a.
N
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Must divorce
bleed men dry?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY - So much has been said about "louses"
who are late with the support check, I'd like to say a few
words about the other side.
My husband was stationed in Alaska when his first wife
started running around. By the time he got home it was too
late to save his marriage—or his credit rating. When the
case came to court, he was a "gentleman" and didn't use the
grounds of adultery, so the judge gave his wife custody of
their four children, plus support payments that amounted to
two-thirds of his salary.
Two days after we were married his wife shipped the
kids to us for their "summer vacation." She came to pick
them up 26 MONTHS later! During that time we had a child
of our own and a second one on the way.
Whenever she gets tired of the kids she ships them to us.
They are always shoeless, threadbare and starved for a
decent meal. Their support money is obviously used for
something else.
I believe a divorced man should support his chldren, but
this is ridiculous. What do you say? THE OTHER SIDE
DEAR OTHER: Hear heart But take heart. Divorce
reforms are in the works.
DEAR ABBY: There is no LAW that states a father has
a 30-day "grace" period in which to make child support
payments Must the landlord or grocer wait for 30 days?
L. A. LAWYER
DEAR LAWYER: No. But if that's all the longer some of
them had to wait, they'd be happy.
DEAR ABBY: I had the same problem as "LOVES
POPS." Daddy was 80 years old and he also used a
magnifying glass to read the newspaper, but he insisted on
driving his automobile. All the people on our street knew
what a terrible driver be was, and they'd get out of his way
when they saw him coming. If anyone suggested that maybe
he should quit driving, he had a fight on his hands
I wrote to the State Motor Vehicle Department and told
them my problem, asking them not to let my father know
who lipped them off.
Shortly afterwards Daddy received an official notice to
appear for a "re-teating." Of course he failed, and the
examining officer who gave him the test said he had never_
seen a worse driver.
Our family was greatly relieved, and Daddy never knew
who turned him in. Please don't use my name. He's still
living and plenty sore. HIS LOVING DAUGHTER
DEAR ABBY: Recently a lady who signed herself
"LOVES POPS" wrote that she was worried about her
82-year-old father whom she felt was too old to drive as he
had already had a few minor accidents.
Wanting to find out what "Pops" chances for survival
were, I looked up the 1965 statistics of the National Safety
CWancil, and this is what I came up with:
In the age group "75 and over" there were 15 accidents
per 100 drivers per year. In the age group "under 20," the
figure was 35. In the age group 20-24, it was 34.
As for fatal accidents:
In the age group "75 and over," there were 76 FATAL
accidents per 100,000 drivers per year. The under 20 driven
were killed at the rate of 89 per 100,000 per year. And the
20-24, at the rate of 101 per year.
One may say, "The cider drivers may have fewer
accidents, but those who drive too slowly cause OTHERS to
have accidents." This may be true occasionally, but more
accidents ere caused by younger drivers who drive too fast.
So tell "LOVES POPS" that If she has a son under 25, she
should worry more about HIM and quit worrying about Pops.
SANTE FE M. D.
Everybody has a problem. What's years? Fir a personal
enply write S. Abby, Box WM, Les Aageles, CaL WSW and
asedese a stampe4, self-addressed envelope.
Per Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want S.
Ersow," mead Us Abby, Ilex NMI, L40 Angeles, Cal. !Wee.
Keep food safe!
NEW YORK (UPI) — Too
often, one of the
accompaniments of outdoor
eating is food poisoning.
Tbe Health Insurance
Institute estimates .thet some
three million Americans are
stricken with food poisoning
each year - with the symptoms
of nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
and abdominal cramps showing
up several holm after eating.
Picnic fare plus hot weather
provide the perfect breeding
ground for the two main
poisoning bacteria —
staphylococcus and salmonella.
To prevent picnic poison, the
institute offered these tips:
— Keep all perishable food,
cold until just before serving or
cooking at the picnic site.
— Food carriers should have
ice compartments.
— Don't make sandwiches the
night before the picnic. Cooked
meat next to moist bread is an
excellent breeding spot for
bacteria.
— Don't wen taste anything
that looks or us* dimmest*:
or may be just poseibly tainted.
— Include non-perishable
foods in picnic imam, such
Items as canned goods that can
be opened at the time of serving,
wed-scrubbed raw fruits and
vegetables.
— Take along foods prepared
with vineglir such as pickled
inmate; salads and fish, which
resist bacteria growth.
Uncle Sam, through the
Office of Education, has
earnaarked $6 million in
grants for dropout prevention
programa
▪ *
Student unrest now is as
prevalent in big city high
schools as it is in colleges and
universities, according to a
study by the Urban Research
Center of Chicago.
Twenty students at
Antioch College want the
school to provide moustitche
cups in the cafeteria. Seems
the hairy growths on the
upper HP fee antgY and
gummed up at eating time.
• * •
Fan-shaped classrooms at
the DobyneBennett High
School in Kingtport, Tenn.,
focus student attention more
reedlly on the towbar.
THE LEDGER TIME
Dinner Party Held r ,„
At Holiday Inn Dv' 
J.B. "urkeen
For Bridal Couple
Miss Jon Jones and Billy
Wilson, whose marriage will be
an event of Sunday, August 17,
were honored et a lovely din-
ner party held at the Red Room
of the Holiday Inn on Saturday,
August 2, at seven o'clock in
the evening.
The hosts for the dinner were
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Sexton, Mr.
and Mrs. A. A. Doherty, and
Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin Watson.
Miss Jones chose to wear
from her trousseau a green em-
broidered linen, bolerc styled
dress, fashioned with a white
long sleeve blouse, accented
with crocheted lace, and white
accessories. Her corsage, gift
of the hosts, was a white cym-
bidium orchid.
Gift corsages of cymbidium
orchids were also presented to
Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, mother of
the bride-elect, and Mrs. J. B.
Wilson, mother of the groom-
elect.
The guests couples entered
the beautifully decorated Red
Room, lighted by candelight,
from the poolside entrance and
signed the bridal book. A round
table overlaid with a white
floor length cloth was placed
in the center of the room hold-
ing a silver punch bowl and
canapes.
The guest tables of four were
placed around the room and
each was centered with a silv-
er candle holder holding a
white candle and an arrange-
ment of small white mums, ti-
ny red rosebuds, and gypsophi-
lia.
An exquisite three course
dinner was served to the twelve
couples and the hosts.
Jennifer Potts Is
Honored At Shower
At Workman Home
Miss Jennifer Potts, August
30th bride-elect of Ronald Jus-
tice, was complimented with a
lovely bridal shower held at the
home of Mrs. Eddie Workman
on Friday, August 8, at seven-
thirty o'clock in the evening.
The gracious hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Work-
man and Mrs. George James.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear from her
trousseau a pink dress with
white embroidery trim and a
corsage of roses.
Mrs. Merrit Jordan, maternal
grandmother of the honoree,
wore a blue dress with white
lace trim and a corsage of pink
roses.
The honoree is the daughter
of Mrs. Barker Lockett of Bryn
Mawr, Pa., and Gene Potts of
Clay.
Games were played with the
recipients of the prizes being
Mrs. Lloyd Canter and Mrs.
Toy Darnell.
Miss Potts opened her many
lovely gifts which had been
placed on a table overlaid with
white cloth caught with wedd-
ing bells and' centered with a
bride and groom statute. The
living room mantle was banked
with ivy and centered with en
arrangement of pink zinnias.
The guests signed the bride's
register book at the table cen-
tered with an arrangement of
pink flowers.
Refreshments of punch, in-
dividually decorated cakes,
nuts, and mints were served
from the dining table overlaid
with a pale pink cloth and cen-
tered with an arrangement of
pink zinnias with ivy garland-
ed on the table.
The flowers were from the
garden of Mrs. Jordan.
Twenty persons were present
or sent gifts.
• • •
Miss Paula Jones
Honored At Party
On 11th Birthday
A surprise birthday party was
given in honor of Miss Paula
Jones at her borne, 1701 Ryan
Avenue, on Tuesday, August
5, at two o'clock in the after-
noon.
The party was in honor of
her fourteenth birthday a n d
was given by her mother, Mrs.
Cantrell Jones.
Games were played and the
group enjoyed listening to re-
cords.
Refreshments of cake, ice
cream, and punch were served
by Mrs. Jones.
Those present were Ann
Evans, Pam Dortch, Pam White,
Kathy Rogers, Pam Wiliam, Kip
Mason, Ray Linn Burris, Rachel
Rear, Cathy Christopher, Bar-
bara Howard, Mrs. Estelle Shel-
ton, Mrs. Lou Nell Duncan, Mrs
Jones. and the honoree.
UAL CALENDAR
Tuesday, August 12
The Murray Women's Bowl-
ing Association will meet at
Corvette Lanes at 7:30 p.m.
All members and executive
board members are urged to at-
tend.
nerREAY. KENTUCKY
. . .
 Aar •••/.
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947 I
Miss Linda Carol Billington Exchanges
Wedding Vows With Donald Paul Lee In
Ceremony At The First Baptist Church
• • •
Groups of the WMS of the
First BaptiX Church will meet
as follows: I with Mrs. J. IL
Thurman at 9:30 a.m.; II with
Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten a.m.;
III with Mrs T. W. Crawford at
2:30 p.m.; IV with Mrs. Earl
Miller at two p.m.
• • •
The Alice Waters Circle of
the WSCS of the First United
Methodist Church will meet
with Mrs. C. B. Ford, 723 Syca-
more Street, at 9:30 a.m.
• • •
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at the Calloway
Comity Country Club at noon.
Hostesses will be Mesdames Bill
Ferguson, Ted Billington, Roe-
aid Churchill, Vernon Cohoon,
Maurice Crass, Jr., Virgil Hat-
A five tier silver candelabra ris, Don Keller, Joe B. Little-
with an arrangement similar to I ton, Keys Moody, J. D. Ray-
that on the individual tables burn, Buist Scott, Jr., Dennis
centered the tables for t h e H. Taylor, Jean Wilson, and
guests of honor. Bill Wyatt.
Place cards of miniature • • •
bride and grooms were marked Thursday, August 14
fcr the glieSti. The Womans Missionary
-Society of the Elm Grove Bap-
tist Church will hold its gen-
eral meeting at the church at
tan p.m.
• • •
The Cumberland Presbyter-
ian Women of the North Plea-
sant Grove Church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Nix Crawford
at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Margaret Nell
Boyd will be the leader.
• • •
Friday, August IS
A summer dance for ninth
grade through college will be
held at the Calloway County
Country Club from eight to
11:30 p.m. Dress will be casual
and guests may be invited. The
planning committee is compos-
ed of Marilyn Doran, Emily Be-
lote, Jennye Barker, Mike Mc-
Cage, Regina McCage, David
Hughes, and Bubba Hughes.
Hosts will be Messrs and Mes-
dames Wayne Doran, Jack Be-
lote, William Barker, Johnny
McCage, and Brent Hughes.
• • •
Sunday, August 17
Homecoming day will be held
at Old Salem Cemetery. Send
or bring donations on that day
or mail to Jack Dodd, Larry
Parker, or Charlie Raines.
• • •
Twilight golf will be held at
four p.m. at the Calloway Coun-
ty Country Club with Mr. and
Mrs. John Irvan as hosts. Hosts
for the potluck supper at sev-
en p.m. will be Yr.  and Hrs.
Gingles Willis,
• • •
The old Calloway County
Court House on Chestnut Street
is open to the public from two
to five p.m.
• • •
Fish Fry, Poplar
Spring Church, Is
held Last Friday
astolle Spiceland
'Jerky Chadwick, a heart pat-
ient who moved to Panorama
Shores from the Land Between
the Lakes, fishes while recup-
erating. So for the past three
years he has furnished fish for
a Poplar Spring Church fish
fry.
Last Friday evening he furn-
ished 150 pounds of fish for a
community and church fish fry.
This time it was held near the
boat dock on the well kept
grounds below Talmadge Fann-
in's and Grayson McClure's
houses at Panorama Shores.
About 150 people gathered a-
round the heavily laden tables
and Talmadge Fannin, acting as
master of ceremonies, welcomed
the crowd including' four from
England, Mr. Cornell, track
coach and wife at Murray State
University, and parents.
Guy Lovins was introduced
as "Master of the Kettle" for
It is always his job to fry the
fish in a huge wash kettle.
Bro. Thomas Perkins, pastor
at Poplar Spring, ask/rd the
blessing, and as the- ladles had
provided a great variety of pies,
cakes, and terr-oing foods,
everybody enjoyed the old fash-
lobed get together.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Paul Lee
Miss Linda Carol Billington
became the bride of Donald
Paul Lee in a beautiful and im-
pressive ceremony on Thuuss
day, July 10, at six o'clock in
the evening In the sanctuary of
the First Baptist Church, Mur-
ray.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington,
509 North 7th Street, Murray,
end the groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Lee, 1656
College Terrace, Murray.
Rev. Hal Shipley, pastor of
Sacramento Baptist Church, Sa-
cramento, Kentucky, performed
the double ring ceremony.
Preceding the ceremony, or-
gan selections were presented
by Dan McDaniel. Miss Linda
Darnell sang "Because" a n d
"I'll Walk Beside You" preced-
ing the exchanging of the vows,
and "The Lord Bless You and
Keep You" at the close of the
ceremony. The traditional wedd-
ing marches were played for
the processional and the recess-
ional.
The vows were exchanged be-
fore an altar centered with a
brass arch candlelabra holding
fifteen burning tapers and en-
twined with jade white mums,
pink carnations, and starburst
palms. On either side were two
brass swirling candelabra. Four
beauty baskets held sleds,
mums, pink carnations, and
starburst palms. Greenery palm
trees were placed throughout
the altar. The baptistry held
an arrangement on a tall brass
candlelabra of bakers fern and
lily-of-the-valley. The family
pews were marked by large
white satin bows and smilax.
Don Nanny and Billy Jo
Hodges lighted the candies.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents.
She was lovely in her formal
empire silhouette gown of peau
with appliques of pearled Alen-
con lace. The gown featured
a gently scooped neckline with
quarter length sleeves edged
in pearled lace. A detachable
chapel-length train, edged in a
wide applique of aleneon lace
flowed gracefully as the bride
descended the aisle. A bow
made of the same material as
the gown was placed at the
point of attachment.
The bride's shoulder length
veil was of pure silk English
Illusion and was held by a
headpiece of clustered flowers,
leaves, and petals on net em-
bellished with seed pearls and
small crystals.
She tarried a formal medley
bouquet of pink sensation rose-
buds trimmed with white N-el-
vet leaves and accented with a
cathedral strand of pearls. A
white orchid was centered in
the bouquet which was carried
.m a white Bible, given to the
bride by her parents. Her only
jewliry was a star sapphire
tiendknt. a gift from the *room.
Mrs. Dan Shipley of Stormy
attended her sister as matron
TUESDAY AUGUST 12. 1969
Miss Donna Kay Boyd Becomes Bride Of
Jimmie Dale McKinney In Ceremony
Miss Donna Kay Boyd and
Jimmie Dale McKinney were
married on Saturday, July 19,
at the home of the bride's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Orville Boyd,
902 South 17th Street.
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. McKinney, North
Seventh Street, Murray.
Rev. Loyd Wilson performed
the double ring ceremony held
in the evening in the living
room of the Boyd home. Im-
mediate members of the fami-
lies were present end Mrs.
Floyd McClure was a special
of honor. She wore a formal
gown of aqua jakarta. The gown
featured a stand-up neckline
-and short sleeves. A bow wasi
placed in the dress front where
a tiny pleat extended through
the hemline of the dress. An-
other bow accented the back of
the dress where the long strea-
mers fell gracefully. Her head-
piece was of aqua illusion held
In place by a Dior bow of the
same material as the dress.
Bridesmaids were the bride's
sister, Mrs. Don Huie of Griff-
in, Ga. and the groom's sister,
Mrs. Jim Wilkes of Baton
Rouge, Ls.
Junior bridesmaids, nieces of
the bride, were Miss Jeannie
Rae Billington of Lexington
and Miss Danna Gay Shipley of
Murray.
The bridesmaids and junior
bridesmaids wore an attire
identical to the matron of hon-
or. Each of the attendants car-
ried a colonial bouquet of pink
carnations trimmed in white
French lace. Pink streamers fell
from the bouquet in love knots.
Little Miss Gina Lynn Ship-
ley, niece of the bride, served
as flower girl. She wore r
short a-line dress of white or-
gandy and lace. An aqua satin
ribbon adorned her waist and
she wore a three-tiered organ-
dy white bow in her hair. As
she descended the aisle, she
dropped pink rose petals from
a white lace basket.
All of the attendants wore
short white gloves which were
a gift from the bride.
Serving as best man was the
groom's father, Ewing Lee.
The groomsmen were Mike Kuy-
kends!! of Nashville and Carl
Roberts of Murray. Ushers were
Larry Wilson of Murray, Don
Nanny of Nashville and Billy
Jo Hodges of Murray.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Billington chose a soft
pink knit dress. Delicate de-
signs throughout the material
highlighted the dress. Her at
tire was completed with match
ing accessories.
The groom's mother was at-
tired in a mint green linen coat
ensemble. To complete her out-
fit, she chose matching acces-
sories.
Both mothers wore white
catteyla orchids trimmed in
Mother-of-pearl leaves.
Mrs. D. W. Billington, grand-
mother of the bride, and MI1.
Bettie Bradford, grandmother
of the groom, wore corsages of
white cymhidiutn orchids.
Out of town guests included
Rev. and Mrs. Hal Shipley, Sa
cramento, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Potts. Paducah, Mrs.
Nettie Bradford, Paducah, Rev.
and Mrs. D. W. Billington, Ca-
diz, Mrs. E. D. Nanney, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. James H. Stahler,
Jr.. Coopersburg, Penn., Mrs
Jim Wilkes. Baton Rouge. La.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Billington
Jeannie and Jimmie, Lexington
Mr. and Mrs. Don Buie, an
Donald. Griffin, Ga.. Mrs. 0. GI
Cathcart. Mrs. Douglas Adams
and Vicki, all of Hopkinsville.
Reception
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the fel-
lowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was cover-
ed in a white satin cloth over-
laid with tulle. Miniature col-
onial bouquets of pink carnat-
ions draped the tulle at various
points along the table's edge
which was covered in smilax.
The table was centered with a
'arge cathedral candelabra hold-
ing four tapers and garlanded
with an arrangement of pink
rosebuds, white snapdragons,
baby's breath, and pink carnet-
.ons. Smilax was draped around
the punch bowl.
Assisting in serving were Mrs.
Guy Billington, aunt of t b e
bride, Mrs. Verna Lancaster,
aunt of the groom, Mrs. Glenn
Billington, sister-in-law of the
bride, Mrs. Ryan Graham, Mrs.
t.ve Honaback, sorority sister
of the bride, and Miss Melissa
Trevathan, also a sorority sis-
ter of the bride. They each wore
a corsage of miniature colonial
bouquets.
Miss Pam Lassiter of Murray
kept the guest register. The re-
sister table was identical to
the bride's table.
Miss Beverly Paschall of Mur-
ray played selections at the pia-
no throughout the reception.
Rice bags of pink and green
net and ribbon were presented
to the guests.
Following the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
with the bride wearing a brown
and white linen dress with
white accessories. The center
orchid from her wedding bou-
quet was pinned to her should-
er.
Mr. Lee is p tly servin g
with the United Slates Army In
Fort Lewis, Washington where
he will be joined by Mrs. Lee
in the near future.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Lee en-
tertained with the rehearsal
dinner on Wednesday, July 9,
at seven o'clock in the evening
at the Holiday Inn.
The tables were overlaid with
white cloths and were centered
with an array of greenery and
yellow daisies. An arrangement
of white snapdragons, yellow
daisies, and white carnations
centered the table and at either
end of the table was a tall brass
candelabra flanked by draping
greenery and holding five burn-
ing yellow tapers.
The bride-elect was present-
ed with a corsage of red carna-
tions adorned with two minia-
ture wedding bands. The bridal
couple presented gifts to their
attendants.
Places were set for twenty
persons.
guest of the family.
The bride were for the wedd-
ing a white dacron and voile
dress with an empire waist of
lace. The long sleeves were
gathered to a wide cuff of lace
at the wrist. Her shoulder
length veil of illusion was sec
ured to a velvet bow with roses
of white velvet accented with
white seed pearls. Her only
jewelry was a diamond pendant,
a gift of her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Lovins. She
carried a bridal bouquet o
sweetheart rosebuds, carnat-
ions, gladioli, and lilies of the
valley.
Mrs. Owen McKinney, step
grandmother of the groom, was
the bride's attendant. Owen Mc-
Kinney, grandfather of the
groom, was the best man.
Following the ceremony a re-
ception was held in the dining
room of the Boyd home.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinney are
now residing on South Fourth
Street Extended, Concord
Road.
• • •
Cherry Corner
WMS Has Meet
Mrs. Alonzo Forrest was the
leader for the program pre-
sented at the meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church held on Wednesday,
August 6, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening at the church.
"Committee Company" WAS
the theme of the program pre-
sented by Mrs. Forrest, Mrs
Cassel Garrison, Mrs. Milburn
Outland, Mrs. E. D. Winchester,
and Mrs. Onus Roberts.
Mrs. James Garland, presi-
dent, presided, and Mrs. Mil-
burn Outland led in prayer.
Fifteen persons were present.
* * *
A pushbutton auditorium
at Like Villa, Ill.,
intermediate school has
revolving seats. This
first-of-a-kind facility
received a $16,000 planning
grant from Educational
Facilities Laboratories.
SEE ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS ...
BEGIN SAVING WITH A $2.5 OEPOSITI
Receive FREE Stainless (5 pieces)
With Additional $25 Deposits
Buy Above Set for Only 12.25
"Extra Earning"
MT IF ICA T E5 PASSBOOKS REGULAR
WC=
51% 5% 41%
Minimum Withdrawable
December 31 Withdrawable
MURRAY BRANCH
of
Anytime
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
304 E. Main Phone 753-7921
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{SEEN & HEARD . . .
Dan McKinney Is shown hers presenting the color TV given away by Lasater-McKinney
Datsun In their grand opening last week to the winner, Virginia Smith of New Concord. Winn-
ers of' the five full-length mirrors given away by the firm were C. W. Guy, Rout* Six, Patsy
Threat, 604 Elm, W. T. Kingins, New Concord, Mrs. Terry Mullins, 811 Olive and W. A. Erwin
of Route Two, Kirksey. (Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
Japanese workers
get 'quickie Zen'
By SHOTA USHIO
TOKYO (UPI) - The 41 men
reporting for new jobs with the
Fujita Construction Company
marched through the gates of
the Soji Buddhist temple.
They had signed on as drafts-
men, crane operators and com-
mon laborers. But the company
had ordered them to spend the
first three days of the job living
as Buddhist monks.
In the belief that postwar
prosperity has produced jittery
Japanese who are physically soft
and lacking in teamwork, Japa-
nese company managers _are
herding new employes into Zen
Buddhist temples, and into army
camps, for quickie courses de-
signed to calm their nerves and
strengthen their bodies.
The Japan Self Defense
Agency, Japan's defense force,
conducts two-day courses called
1—A"draft experience" for more
srthan 90,0100 new employees of
big companies a year.
Thousands of others learn
mental concentration inirmonais
teries of the famous Zen sect,
which taught Japan's ancient
samurai how to face death with-
out flinching.
The 41 men sent by the
Fujita firm to the Soji temple
in Tokyo have to conform to
the full discipline for student
Zen monks during the four
nights and three days they live
there.
They sit quietly for hours,
training their minds to focus on
single ideas rather than flit from
topic to topic.
The Fujita trainees sleep only
six hours a night. They spend
up to five hours at a time sitting
cross-legged on straw mats medi-
tating . on themes given ttrtm
by tcmple priests. Since Zen
holds that light eaters are deeper
thinkers, they eat slender rations
of salad, rice and soy bean soup.
There are no catnaps for the
meditating construction wor-
kers. At the first sign of a
nodding head, a priest rushes to
the offender and whacks him
on the back with a three-foot
stick.
Living lectures on relifion
and company policy, the quwkie
monks have to sit in the old
formal Japanese posture of at-
tention, on their knees with
legs tucked under their bodies.
Staggering Experience
Many of the youths get up
staggering. They've never had
to sit that way before in modern
Debbi* Kinglets, a rnamhar of the Eager Beaver 4-H
Club and of the New Providence Riding Club, will be one
of the entries from Calloway County in the Kentucky State
Fair 4-H Horse Show on Wednesday In Louisville. She was
selected at the Purchase Area 4-H Horse Show at Reidiand.
Danny Williams, left, and Sheila McCuiston will be Cal-
ieway entries In the 4-H Hors*. Show at the Kentucky State
Fair on Wednesday In Louisville. Danny is a member of the
Teen Club and Sheila is a member nf the Eaoer Beaver Club.
Both are members of the New Providence Riding Club. They
were selected at the Purchase Area 4-H Horse Show at Reid-
land.
Japan.
The Yokohama Fire Depart-
ment, which uses the temple
regularly, is enthusiastic about
the results.
"Life in the temple is very
effective in reducing errors and
helping people to cope with
all kinds of situations," says
department instructor Tsutomo
Sugawara, 35. He says the men
return from the temple with an
increased ability to follow rules.
"Company employes are
forced to come here, says a
priest of the Soji temple. "When
they leave, many of them thank
us for the experience, and say
they would like to come back as
individuals."
The training of those who
spend two days in army boot
camp includes an 18-mile hike
under the hot summer sun.
Japan Air Lines is one cor-
poration that trains its men in
this way. Hanryuki Kuriyama,
who heads the JAL education
program and thinks the Japanese
are flabbier than they used to
be, says the 18-mile march is
important.
"We like them to test their
physical toughness to the limit,"
he says.
Keiichi Ito, public relations
man for the Self Defense
Agency, says postwar education
has over.-emphasized individual-
ism.
"Students have been given
too scant an opportunity to act
a member of some group," he
says. 'In the self defense camps
you experience true together-
ness."
(Continuod Pram Paw 1)
AS long as everything boleti
out everything will get along
fine.
Lady the dog is fourteen years
old this month. What used to
be jet black spots are now ton-
ed down with gray. She still
gets around real well and ean
move quickly, especially if you
open the door to go out, or if
the door bell sounds.
John Id is fixing up his store.
It is almost finished.
Maurice Ryan is putting a new
front on his store. Making it
wider in the front by taking
out the stairs at the right of
the store.
Artists' ripe
ROVANIEMI, Finland (UPI)-
.Angry artists are planning to sue
the police chief of this polar
town for damaging a piece of
"sculpture" they had erected.•
The police chief ripped off
allegedly pornographic pictures
from Swedish magazines that had
been attached to the sculpture,
made of a shovel, an axe, leather
mittens and brushes stuck in
the sand.
The pictures were part of the
sculpture, claimed the artists.
"Immoral," claimed the po-
lice chief.
* * *
Danger on
the left
NEW YORK (UPI) - It's
the front end that takes the
beating in auto accidents, 'ac-
cording to a survey of 350 auto-
mobile physical damage special-
ists of Quality Adjustment Ser-
vice, Inc. Specifically, the left
front is hit more often than the
right front or any other part of
the car, the specialists reported.
* * *
Hybrid Sunfish
AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) - The
Texas Parks and Wildlife Depart-
ment reports state fish hatcheries
have produced a hybrid sunfish-
larger than any other species-
that will reduce pond over-
crowding.
The San Marcos Fish Hatchery
experimented and found the hy-
brid to reprokiee at a much
slower rate, thus lowering the
crowded conditions which tend
to produce less healthy fish, and
to grow up to two pounds heavier
than the regular sunfish.
* * *
The name Massachusetts
comes from an Indian tribe
named after "large hill place."
1949 KIrksey High School Class Reunion — left to
right, Alvin Usrey, Mrs. John C. Steele (Lillian Sultsir), Mrs.
Hafton Cole (Evelyn Kirkland), Mrs. Mack Pulliam (Dens
Patton), Mrs. James V. Edwards (Nell& Jean Workman),
1950 Kirksey High School Class Retrnien — left I.
right, Hiram Riley, Mrs. Hiram Riley (Marie McCallon),,Mrs.
Calvin Arnett (Betty Jo Bibb), Mrs. Ted Wilson (Gail Smith),
-
IVIIIDAY AUGUST 11 IN°
James V. Edwards, Fred Cain, and Billy Joe Hale. Dwain
Adana errhred too late for the picture.
(Photo by Ed Collie)
Mrs. Alvin Usrey (Anna Jean Byrd), Mrs. Douglas Tucker
James Samuel Workman, and Clayton Riley.
(Photo by Ed Collie)
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The great oaks
of Olde England
are disappearing
-- 8y DEREK N. ABRAMS
LONDON (UPI)-- The wood-
en walls of England are tumb-
ling down.
The great oak trees whose
timbers guarded the nation in
the age of wooden ships are
vanishing from the English coun-
tryside at the rate of 100,000
a year.
The guns of the Spanish Ar-
mada failed to dent them, or
the ships of the. French fleet
at Trafalgar and a score of other
historic naval battles.
But they are losing a fight
for existence to enemies never
heard of in the days when King
Charles II, fleeing from the Pro-
tector, Oliver Cromwell, in
1651, leaped into a friendly
oak and hid there in safety.
Pollution, the encroachment
of the city -- as well as old
age-and disease - are combining
to end an era celebrated in pa-
triotic poetry and martial music.
As recently as World War II
the British navy recalled an ear-
ier tradition by using oak for a
'fleet of minesweepers needed in
a hurry. It was the last time
the armed forces had gone to
the forests as Britain had always
done in time of need for 1,000
years.
A spokesman for the Forestry
Commission, an official body
which manages the nation's
forests for industrial purposes,
explained why the oak tree is
disappearing.
"Builders no longer prefer
the traditional oak for construc-
tion work as it is not pliable
enough and it is too expensive.
Builders now use the soft
wooded conifer trees, such as
spruce, pine and beech," he said.
Less Planting
The spokesman said in the
tree planting year up to Septem-
1 
Phone 753-1212
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WO Rare It — We W''Ll Get It — Or It  met Be
WALLIS DRUG
her, 1%7, only 257,000 hard-
wood frees, mainly oak, were
planted compared with
58,888,000 conifers. 
He said "as Britain can only
supply 10 per cent of the na-
tions' timber requirements and
the wood mainly used these
days is soft wood, the obvious
choice of tree to plant is pine,
beech and so on."
Ile said of the 52,393 acres
of forest land used for industry
only 1,072 acres were taken up
by oak trees.
In the rural areas of England
a losing battle is being waged.
in attempts to save what oak
trees are left.
In Sherwood Forest, legend-
ary home of Robin Hood, oak
tree preservation orders are
sometimes- issued. A spokes-
man for the local council said
development of a village once
threatened the existence of a
140-year-old oak tree so an or-
der was issued to save its life.
In northern Derbyshire tree
surgery is often used to pre-
serve the oaks. Workmen cut
away top branches if the wood
is dead and dangerous to passers.
by. •
A spokesman for the Town
Council of Matlock said when.
an oak tree dies these days it is
not easy to replace it. "Not
many nurseries are cultivating
oak saplings these days and so
we are using the deeper rooted
red oak, an American species.
They often do not grow as high
as the English Oak and often
their appearance is slightly dif-
ferent but at least! they keep the
oak 'population steady,' he
said.
Each gold brick in the federal
depository at Fort Knox, Ky..
weighs more than 27-1/2 pounds
and is valued at $14,000.
Could have saved
Humpty Dumpty
By HAROLD H. MARTIN
HELSINKI (UPI) - John
Groenvall fixes broken eggs.
• He's an expert, in fact, in
Aping what all the king's horses
and all the king's men couldn't"
do for Humpty Dumpty.
"I've been repairing broken
eggs for 40 years-, he said.
"Germans, Swiss, Norwegians
and the British Museum are my
best customers."
Groenvall, 74 years old and
still active, is an expert in his
rare trade. Only one or two
other people in Europe can fix a
smashed egg, some of them
Groenvall-trained.
"Once Dr. (Ernst) Vasenius,
a private collector, gave a dem-
onstration with an osprey egg I
had repaired at a zoological
meeting,- he said. "Even with a
magnifying glass the experts
couldn t find the cracks."
Repairing an egg is not an
easy_ business, Groenvall said.
First you get all the pieces
and then attach little paper
sticks to the outside and begin
matching the pieces. When one
fits another, thin paper strips are
glued to the back and the pieces
attached.
"You can't use glue in the
cracks because it would make
the egg too big," he said.
When one hole is left the en-
tire inside is coated with thin
glue he prepares from acetone
and celluloid.
Afterwards comes painting
with thin enamel to cover the
cracks.
Studied art
As a youth. Groenvall was an
art student and, before taking up
egg repair, decorated churches.
"My secret of success is my
aft training."
If a piece is missing from an
egg. Groenvall, using a technique
he developed, fills the hole with
plaster, carefully matching the
texture to the original.
Because the eggs are mostly
used for scientific purposes, he
said, they must weigh almost the
same when he has zed them as
before they were broken.
It takes him between 15 min-
utes and 10 hours to fix an egg,
depending on the damage, and
often he breaks them up again
after repairing them because he
is not satisfied with his work.
He once got 3,000 marks
($72) for repairing one egg but
usually his fee runs upwards
from 12 marks 08 centa) an
ical museum of Helsinki Univer-
sity. A private collector received
a batch of 40 broken eggs and
asked him if he could fix them.
Until two years ago he spent
two months a year classifying
and labeling eggs with one milli-
meter (1/25th of an inch) high
figures in a private collection in
Goteborg, Sweden.
"When I saw under the mag-
nifying glass that the lines of the
figures were shaky I knew I was
too old and retired," he said.
"But I don't plan to retire
completely because I don't like
the idea and the directors of the
museum say I can stay here until
I die."
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
,Service 8-12-89 Kentucky Pur-
hese Area Hog Market Report
Includes 14 Buying Stations.
Receipts 689 Head, Barrows and
Gilts Fully 25e cents Higher;
Sows, fully steady.
US 2-3 200-240 kis $20.75-2725.
Few 1-2 $27.50;
US 2-4 190-240 UM $26.25-26.75;
USL243-4: 23°4E0 :: Ibtag $25:00-35.505"6.26:
hour, depending on the rarity of4.118 271)33° $21-2541Few, $3:50.
He turned from art to his
the egg, and the damage. US 1-3 300-650 lbs 920.25-21.25;
US 2-3 480-650 lbs 919.50-30.25.
current work, which includes
preparing museum wildlife dis-
plays, 40 years ago.
Ile had been interested in
birds and animals as a boy and
was offered a job at the zoolog-
the kiwi bird is the national
symbol of New Zealand.
1'949 and
(Continued Prom Page 1)
Clayton Riley of Lexington.
Teachers present for the oc-
casion were Mr. and Mrs. M
B. Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Story, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Smith of Indianapolis,
Ind.
Great Plants
From Utds.. . .
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) —
obacco seeds are so tiny that a
level teaspoon will hold approx-
imately 26,000 of them. How-
ever, one seed, properly cultured,
will grow a seven-foot plant.
* * *
There are only 10,000 per-
sons in the 14,282 square miles
constituting Finnish Lapland.
* * *
Two species of owl - the
snowy and the short-eared -
hunt their prey in daylight.
* * *
By 1972, Kentucky will have
completed about 1,100-biltes
of interstate roads and state
parkways.
C' *
Quabbin Reservoir, the lar-
gest body of water in Massa-
chusetts, is 38.6 square miles
in area.
O.
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Mimi ripe 
Wimp, 0111w...; Simla
ar sanispoisaig spits
via blip with Ike brighboing,.
Is a room that's
schilherMaly mierpined. ellen
pading a saga mei ea
peon& a food pint - ased I.
an sepsis, ph that eon be
baedlad by most
do-ityanodbm.
LOS amed bibs we sine.
melba points in my home_
Redecomatag theme ass wei be
of prtindar value. Abeg with
beak pad or mar, Fettle things
met as new aucets as alder
oaks or tube, pity a new
medicise cabinet in the
bathroom, a pie-up as in a
dirk spot is the kids, es
Roar tile. Ira slue a big
affeeneee at mid cot.
R goes ilithost soar,. the
ha— saseld be epic and spa.
Rata effort to beeping thaw
picked up - beds mete. dabs
done, toys dared wally after
▪ - w be esarded if a
prospect saes an Sart notice_
Baldwin offered several
suggestions for inexpeolive,
do-it-younielf type projects tat
could inseam the veling Mee
of a home:
In eel: awes, a coat of
ssoney pint can do wonders
to brighten dadt, gray concrete
walk. Going a step further, a
Syl-ashestos tie floor and
acoustical erring eve sop* to
a prospective buyer me of the
beseeneet as a plass
If you hoe a pooh or pstio,
consider theiding it off sib
economical indoor-
"Iiipeling or vieryl polio t
COME to this& of it, eras
you haw no ideation wbateeer
of mein your home, avestanest
of $100 or $200 and a bile time
r and effort in following these
negystiaes could make it
place for your family to S.
Beast diplomacy
NEW YORK (UPI) - Wad
mow privacy in your backyard?
A few strateeically paced
'privacy mass surfaced with
decantive rod amble ceramic
tie may be the nest diplomatic
way of vetting it,mys the
Cosi of America If
properly, the saes wil
to neighbors to be a Sod pet
of the lasloceping
ram Come ala 114114a
mo Fosse. 
stedsc
-Fame MO ab
Art on wiieds
BOSTON (UPI) -
"ARTABOUT it a shim at
skimp raised to intemineer
pests amml ashes in Gain
ibidoes to new methods atieft
the IS arts to disbar
lemoingto dads
R started Slag six Ginaker
Boots cossidas Jelly 7 far a
we at a time esti Lam Day.
Sculpture sad pottery
cambia me held in the tasalbg
ma_ Bade day a prelemional
sculptor and a potter
deasonstote the se of dm to
eke sciipture, relief sad
, said direct wart semis
claim and admit&
The stile !workshop is epos
turdays Ssays to
' the dints of skids
Good Teamster
HELSINKI (UPI) - The
papa was very wdl behaved,
chit make pis at the
alsodemes and *het even
want a =MK a numb
spokesmen =id_
The paneeptr w= a reindeer,
one of four flown on nevi=
pesseager flights to zoos in
Switzerland as gifts hewn the
laitudziel Union. The
spasm mid the reindeer,
flown ono at a time, woe cooled
to a specialy prepared peseenger
comportment.
geed kr abilanus
NormitirP1) A
by a gemalbangy institute
Odo shows aiuderate excel-
wan no way iejourioes to
health of wake theism&
The investigators mid the par
aged 70 to 81, had a
of well-heing and relax-
es a reseal of the excel.-
Became of reduced mo-
bty of joMta. waking seemed
better than bicycling.
s
Bass wre videotape
inceadies in a saititude of
diesse• sitantions - from
dersdeping tads Sights
Ito Inbinfor patterns to a
wisikable theory at
Istaidina.
Putting theory into practice,. firemen eatiegunli
a blaring house in less than law minutes.
Amt. using a reserscitailor. practice the
important Ail of sawing a human rife_ Planted
in ihe burning house as a surprise. Tom McKee
of the Lexington Fire Deparbnent provided
firemen with an isimpected chance to try out
their rescue sigh.
TOMMY - AUGUST re. MID
"LEARN BY DOING . . ."
Fre-fighters attending the 40th annual session of the
Kentucky Rre School at Lexington learn new skills and
smooth the rough edges off old ones under the careful eyes
of evert instructors, both in the classroom and in the field
where they put theory into realistic practice.
-Take the lead Gm down under and through
the hole-and pull it tight: Knots and hitches.
basic to emery Firemssis aide range of sials.
uwe expertly dmmonstreted by Cep& Claerid
hitcher of Frankfort's Fire Department-
CherMstry of fire. its causes and hazards—and how to stop ore before it starts—formed the backdrop for an academic inquiry
into the subject of fire Prevention, led by Chief General Inspector Warren Soutferrorth of the State Fire Marshal's Office.
Soaking
the tourist
By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Tani Bettor
NEW YORK (UPI) - For
soy years, deleptes to
costlem iderstiood amid other
constioas on towels deposed
the imposition of "heed taxes"
aed rissier void amemenents as
a ?sear deigned to bevel_ And
for yes the criticisms fell ow
died ems and the -soak the
tougher bas continued
to
Megrims often were a the
reuelheet of the fight to end
stmeh diecrininatary meases on
bawds. But now even the
United States apparatly has
retreated_
Goers it expected to
approve Presided Nceon's
Ripest for a new $3 tax ow
impost idestional flights mad an
isms in the cement tax as
domestic flights to help fans
a $5 bilis, 10-year pregame to
improve the nation's airport wad
airway faelities.
But there are even sae
disturbing signs for the
American traveler here at home.
Radler this year, m hefts
at  raled Beet au attempt by
the Evansville- Vandeetaugh
Airpod Authority District to
impose a $1 heed tax on
departing passengers after
Resteru, Delta and Alleermy
Kailas tiled elmbeurea.
But belpnimg Ant 31,
herring expected cost action by
the airlines and other interested
ponies, New Hampaire
cake a $1 tax from pamenegos
leaving the state by plane_ It is
the fled date to adopt suds a
mess sad raises the rather
trighanusg prospect that Athos
will fallow St
And while the Hawaiian
legidatuie toot no action an
various proposals for direct city
aed state taxes ranging as high as
$14 on all visitors, inciadag
&Bow America= from the other
49 stets, proponents law not
ainendeeed_ A 'Jody into the
entire timid situation has been
ordered by the date and its
fading; are scheduled to be
sported set yaw_
fanny counties Ise
bee. collecting -heed taus" to
owe form or another fremi
visitors for years_
The mod favored methods
see imposition of airport and
sport taxes_ For travelees
wane itineraries iodide sewed
countries, these can add up to a
tidy and sometimes
unexpected - - additional MOM
Seaport Taxes
Seaport taxes asmily eta
ammed ea enival - is ass
entillelit sloe plowmen psy
at sty port vatted_ Airport
taxes garraity me collected au
deplane - keg a sole point
with Auld= and other foreign
travelers vibe base not been
maimed a advance of the find
squeeze on thee feed&
liteeently, the West Germs
1A outs Assinetis dropped its$1.25 departure tax ongusapes in favor al a $1.25fee. The rah, however, is
that the Sig fee hits not only
visitors to Germany but
paneugeo in transit_
'ftie action touched off a
storm of protest but at this
writing (July) the Weat Genllain
airports are Selling to their guns
dopite the threat of a partial
boycott by American and other
internationed aiding:
A 'poises for the Board
of Minos Representabies in
Germany (RAM) said it was a
violation of bastioned (3o1
Aviation Orpsizaticae (ICAO)
ageeemeuta, rayed by West
Gassy "basic charges for
transit peoespen."
-What's ens, it it blatantly
unfair," he added_ -Why should
a ma flying from Loudon to
Tetuan, for instance, haw to pry
extra pat become his piane
stopped in between at
Frasikant."
The spotless acedind at the
airport emaciation's calm thet
collecting the bead lax on
lending rather then Spats
was aimed at spandic up
boareffeg operations. Ha aid
"the iesi peewee cleanly was to
pet noose as, for Gann=
airporta"
RANG mogannests 39 aids
which fly into Wst Gassy.
Pnetests by shipping Ian did
socceed in getting asks in the
(babes to drop its pan for a
Rd $2.50 tax o dl cruise
posengem. However, pospes
mod pos heed tax depending
on thdr berph of day: $1.25
for leis Bs 34 hours; $2.00 for
more than 24 but Is thee 48
boon; and $2.50 for more them
48 hours_ Thee is a $2_50 air
deporture tax in effect, too, and
a 3 per emit tax au hotel roam
bits became effective Jely 1.
eV ue tagons
Compare the price ... the passenger comfort ...the cargo capacity...
and handling of these American Motors Wagons to the competition:
44—
Once you've compared, you'lllcnow why our
wagons deserve to be called "The Value Wagons.
See them today at
CAIN & TREAS
Moyfie id Hwy. 1/4 fAne From Univenity
Jim Gregory, SaI.seio.1 -
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ICentucky Lake
Leatherwood Development
150 ACRES. Owners have other
Interest and will make very
liberal terms or contract agree-
ment. This project needs a
pusher. A great chance to have
your own lake Subdivision. 42
Iota already sold. Call or write,
T. Pritchett, 4109 Hillsboro
Rood, Nashville, Tenn. 37215
(2974548). A-14-C
OWNER - three-bedroom
k home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on
Akise lot. All electric, central
sir and heat. Keeneland Sub-
division. $24,000.00. Phone 753-
Sept. 13-C
• FOUR ADJOINING LOTS i
Murray Memorial Gardena, Ma-
-snit Section 1.2-3 and 4 of
Section 83 B. approximately
half price, $195.00. Contact D.
L. Divelbiss, 1631 West Hanley
Rd., Lexington, Ohio 44904.
A-13-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick house.
Air-conditioned, new carpet
thoughout. Three blocks from
college in nice neighborhood.
Phone 753-5489, 8:00 a. m. till
11:00 a. m. or evenings after
6:00 p. m. A-14-C
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner-
Ideelly located, four blocks
from the University, two blocks
treat Robertson School, stone's
throw from new Murray High
Sobool. This happens to be
1023 Sunset Boulevard. Three
bedrooms, large' living room,
denditchen combination, 1%
• baths, upstairs storage. Two
years ago there was a new roof
put on, redecorated inside
and out. Back yard enclosed.
Carpet and drapes go with
house. Shown by appointment
only. W. R. Perry 753-4409 or
743-2924. A-14-C
OWNER - three-bedroom
on North 17th Street,
per cent transferrable loan.
Phone 753-4640 after five p. m.
2-bedroom house at 302
9th Street with garage at-
ed, on 71 x 189 foot lot,
shade and shrubs. Near church,
grocery, hospital, school, and
Shopping Center. Owner has
moved out of town and will
9611 at a bargain, only $12,500.
70 ACRES on Kentucky Lake
about one-half in cleared bot-
tom, balance on ridge In tim-
ber, hog fenced, 2 good springs
and well, only $8,000.
GOOD 2-bedroom home close
to down town, just been remod-
eled, new plumbing, electric
heat, carpet throughout. Nice
lot, zone for business, posses-
sion with deed, any reasonable
offer will be considered.
NICE BUILDING lot, 2.5 acres
on Hwy. 94 near lake for only
S2,200-
5.8 ACRES about 5 miles South
on Hwy. 641, about 1 acre
woods with nice building site:
650 ft highway frontage foe
$6,800.
GALLOWAY INSURANCE and
Real Estate Agency, Murray,
Kentucky; Phone 753-5842.
A-14-C
•
•
FOR RENT
COMMERCIAL BUILDING, good
location, parking area, 2400
sq. ft. building. Phone 753-
3895. A- 14-O
8 x 40 TWO-BEDROOM trailer,
air conditcmed, rent $50.00 per
month. Phone 489-3623. A-11-C
TWO-BEDROOM house at 403
South llth Street. $60.00 per
month. Possession immediately.
Call Bob Miller 753-3312. A-13-C
TWO-BEDROOM air-condition-
ed house, $65.00 per month.
314 North 12th. Available now.
Phone 753-6078. A-13-C
EXTRA NICE 10' wide, two-
bedroom trailer, air-condition-
ed, carpeting, private. Married
Mwle. Phone 753-4481. A-14-P
MIFOUR ROOM furnished apart-
ment, couple Or singles only.
Middle aged or retired women
preferred. Call Mrs. A. D. But-
terworth 753-1308 Near col-
lege. A-14.-P
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice. Box 213 Murray, Hy., C.
IL Sanders. Phone 3112-31711,
Ky. August-12-C
ON AND AFTER July 31, 1989
I will not be held responsible
for any debts other than my
ow. James A. Lyons. A-15-C
FREE ESTIMATES on your
Painting, paneling or small
repair jobs. Also for *le cern-
ent mixer, $125.00. Phone 7b3-
4684. A-14-C
TUE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ANT
NOTICE NOTKM
Summer
Clearance Sale
on Spring and Summer Suits and
Sport Coats. Dacron and wool
blends, cotton and Rayon blends.
Solids - Stripes - Plaids
REGULAR PRICE $29.98 TO $55.00
ALL REDUCED
4 0 %
FOR THIS SALE
SUITS - REGULAR
Size  37 33 39 44 41 43 43 44 46
To Sell   2 7 IS 5 5 1
Longs -.1 3 7 1 1 0 2 1
SPORT COATS
Reg. Size  34 37 IS 39 40 41 42 43 44
To Sell  2 5 6 5 5 5 0 3
LongaFt sis 4 3
The_
College Shop
214 North 15th Street (Across from MSU Library)
GIGANTIC I
SUMMER-ENDING
S-AiaLrE
ON All
'69 MOIR MILE HONES
$200,000.00 STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
'Beautiful 60 x 12 3-Bedroom Homes, completely
furnished and set up on your lot (100-miles free
delivery)--Going at only ;3995.00.
*Other 12-Wid• Models Low As $3295.00.
*Small Down Payment-Balance Less Than Rent
SHOP AND YOU WILL SEE THAT
"YOU JUST CAN'T GET A BETTER DEAL ANYWYHIRR1
DINKINS MOBILE HOMES
"WNW THE BIG SELECTIONS AND BARGAINS Altly
SRL Robert Dinkins, Dudley Dinkins, J. W. Emmons,
Rob Dinkins, Jim Wad*, Jonah McKenzie or lommy
Corbin soon for the Bargain of the Year.
HIGHWAY 79 EAST HIGHWAY 70 WEST
PARIS, MINUSES WAVY, TIMMS
Because of Popular Demand
BOONE'S COIN LAUNDRY
Located at 13th and Main
will be open 24 hours daily, except
.Saturday will close at..10:0b
There will be an attendant on duty.
Begins August 4th.
1960 NORTON 730 CC motor-
cycle, approximately 5,51/0
miles. Must sell. Call 753-4503
after 6:00 p.m.
LIVING ROOM SUITE, end
tables and coffee table. Dinette
set. Call 753-1905 after 3:30
p.m. A-13-C
NELSON STUD Driver, (Gun)
shoots bails into concrete and
steel. Practically new, used
very little. Good supply of
ammunition and nails. Waldrop
Saw and Lock Shop. A-11-C
EVERYTHING FOR the baby
Also wringer type washer.
Phone 753-5338. A-12-C
VOLKSWAGEN body parts -
windshield, doors, door glass,
deck lid, sun roof, etc. Cheap
_for quick sale. See Etandi at
Bandi's Welding Shop, Stella
on 121. A-14-P
FIVE-PIECE solid oak Spanish
dining room suite. Phone 753-
6420. A-14-P
MANUAL Burroughs adding
machine. Price: $15.00. Call 753-
1421. A-14-C
BABY BED with mattress, clean,
good condition, only $10.00. Call
436.6571. A-14-C
GIRLS size 6-6x school dress-
es and size 7-8 slack sets. Nice
clothes. Priced reasonable.
Phone 753-3903. 1TC
1968 MODEL 160 Honda, $385.-
00. Phone 436-5847. A-14-C
PEACHES and watermelons.
Phone 753-3141 or 753-6533.
A-14-C
1967 TR4A BRG. Am being
drafted. Must sell now. Call
753-8338 before 5:00 p. m.
A-14-C
POR SALE
NEED NEW ROOF-but
ed money, 09917 EPUIS
ad asphalt alassimes. As
Ins coating that sea Mks,
prevents moisture from pitting
through. Reflects SD% of awes
rays and reduces temperas,*
Irs Li degrees. &rya M
satiation. Do the job he 001
3 cents a sword foot. Ash
about special 39 gallon drum
price at Bushes Paint SIM.
AugustAIC
1600 TOBACCO STICKS. Mar-
shall Anderson, Route 3, Dres-
den, Tennessee. Phone 364-2319.
A-14-P
HANNAH'S husband Hector
hates hard work so be cleans
the rugs with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Big K. A-16-C
BLUE Lustre not only rids car-
pets of soil bul leaves pile soft
and lofty. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Western Auto Store,
Home of "The Wishing Well."
A-13 C
AUTOS FOR SALE
1963 FORD STATION wagon.
Power steering and power
brakes. $250.00. Phone 753-4303
A-13C
MILITARY TYPE JEEP. A-1
mechanical condition. See at
Crass Furniture from 8:00 a.m.
to 3:00 p.m. A-14-C
1957 CHEVROLET, 283, three-
speed, new paint job. Wide oval
tires. Phone 474-2371 after 6:00
p. m. " A-14-C
BY OWNER: 1966 Chevrolet
Caprice, 4-door hardtop in ex-
°anent condition. Air condi-
tioned: $1400.00. Phone 489-
=03. A-14-C
NELP WANTED
*ANTED: Young man for
short order cook. Must be ex-
perienced, neat, efficient and
able to furnish references.
12:00 noon to 8:00 p.m. shift.
Apply in person to Colonial
House Smorgasbord. A-15-C
FACTORY WORK
Our Manufacturing Plant.
located in Cadiz, Ky.. has
several permanent open-
ings for production work-
ers willing to work any
shift.
If interested, please con-
tact the personnel office,
Cadiz Spring Products
Division
Hoover Bali and Bearing
Company
Cadiz, Kentucky
An Equal Opportunity
Employer etc
SERVICES OFFERED
PRACTICAL NURSE with many
years experience wishes to stay
with convalescent in their home.
References furnished. Phone
753-5606.
PIANO TUNING. 1% weeks in
Murray. Phone Dave Winslow
753-5848. A-13 C
PAINTING, experienced. Inter-
ior and exterior. Asbestos sid-
ing, like new again. Phone 753
6434 after 5:00 p. m. A-14-P
DO baby sitting and iron-
ing in my home. Phone 753-
7486 A-14-C
EXPERIENCED lady wants care
of convalescent or aged lady or
couple Live in. References.
Phone 435-5651. A-14-P
EVENING FREE??? No exper-
ience needed to earn 25% com-
mission demonstrating toys. No
investment. Car necessary.
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
H-A-14-P
WANTED TO BUY
I WOULD LLICE to buy, green
beans, butterbeans, corn and
other vegetables for freez-
ing. Call 753-6030 after 5:00
p.m. T-F-N-C
LOST & FOUND
LOST: A red white face cow.
One mile north of Hazel. Phone
4354911. 1TP
BLACK TOP PALING
No Jobs to Small or Larype
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Confect:
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
veinal II:00 a. w. and
500 w ea.  1
LOST: Male spotted Beagle
wearing red collar and flea col-
lar, in vicinity of Meadow Lane
Subdivision. Phone 753-8956.
A-1
PROFESSIONAL residential
painting. Brush, roll, spray. Ref-
erences. Free estimates. Phone
753-3486. Sept.-16-C
Bunches of rings on her
fingers make a woman ready for
any fall fashion scene. Singular
shapes and styling, a colorful
mix of stones, the bright light of
enameling all contribute to
keeping rings right on fathion
cue.
*
Antique ideas in ring styles
still are favorites, the blackened
finish almost always diamond
studded. Here's where the
cabochon amethysts, the
turquoises, the corals and the
cameos play their starring roles,
and pearls play the supporting
role.
TUESDAY AUGUST 12. 1969 
CARD OF THANKS
The children of Mrs. Mamie
Cloys want to take this means
to my thank you to the nurses
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Convalescerbt Division
and to Dr. Hugh Houston for
the kindness and many hours
of patience shown to our mo-
ther during her long illness.
To Brothers Bill Threet,
Floyd Dethrow, Gerald Elli-
son, and Aude McKee, a spec-
ial thank you for the many
visits and wonderful prayers
prayed with her.
Thank you to the many
Christian men of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ for
°ringing her the L,ord's Supper
each Lord's day, and to the
other Christians who so often
visited with her and had pray-
er.
Our sincere thanks to the
neighbors and friends who bro-
ught food and sent the lovely
flowers, for each act of kind-
ness no matter how small,
helped make our sorrow a little
easier to bear.
To Bro. L. H. Pogue and
Bro. Bill Three thank you for
the beautiful words of comfort.
To the Blalock-Coleman Fu-
neral Home, thank you for the
way you helped us in making
the arrangements and the way
you conducted the funeral.
The children and
grandchildren of
Mrs. Mamie Cloys
ITC
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deep
appreciation and thanks to our
many friends and neighbors for
the many kindnesses extended
to us during the illness and
death of our husband, father,
and brother, Walsie Lewis.
Especially do we thank those
who sent food and flowers, Dr.
Quertermous, Dr. - Bell, nurses
on second floor of the local
hospital, the singers, the min-
isters, and the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Walsie Lewis
and family
1TP
Peanuts®
PLAN UTS
• I NEVER REALIZED IT BEFOREBUT I LIVE IN A TERRIBLLeSQUARE., NEIGHBORHOOD...
by Charles M. Schulz
THERE'S NO PLACE AROUND
HERE LJHERE L(OU CAN GET
A PIZZA AFTER MIDNIGHT
ewe
.94/S-Hrtic 642,
00 • a
OH, DEAR, I DON'T
WANT THAT MAN
TO GET IN 
TROUBLE
\\*
KEEP
OFF
GRASS
by Ernie Bushnuller
to log U weaned
• I %It br U.1.dNOM* indleoh
Odib
Abbie 'N Slats
JASPER SAYS HE NEVER
HEARD OF ME' igALONOY!
I SELL HIM CHAIRS FOR H 5
ANTIQUE STORE. YOU
SURE YOU GOT THE
RIGHT MAN ?
Ft05iTivE, Scp RELAX, SON.
YOU'LL BE ARRAIGNED IN
THE MORNING.
by R. Van Buren
DON'T ASK FOOLISH
QUESTIONS . BE
THANKFUL TI-4AT
YOU'RE NOW IN
C4P48LE LEGAL
HANDS.'
Lil' Abner
GO HOME,10'
-S.r.r4K:LI'L FAN!!
OR - -
eve.' "-ATIPPY
or,f,
i
OH, AH
KNOWS
WHAT ̀KY
COULD DO, -
McGOON---
Qt.
\KY COULD TWIST MAH LI'LHAID
CLEAN OFFA MAH NECK-MASH
MAH LI'L RIBS IN-BITE OFF A
HELPLESS EAR OR TWO ----
.011
4/1/15&•••`••"-
V\IM14%!,
AN DONE 'EM
ALL BEFO' -
AN' AH'D DO
sEM AGIN -
WW PULL ISM!!
I411g:,
bY CaPP
"CPT /CD' WON'T DO MOTH IN' 0'
TH' KIND, Mc GOON !! AN' AH
  14AIN'T CON' HOME!!
r:.??-k/EADORES
A/1 -Bur HE'S
THREA maw
414c
•I 'al.% 1., Nirm•}1.1wIn air (.. lox
NI•r4.1 NW. Ne+r,o ol Cala_
Crap-
I
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$1, NA*
MO&riVROVellTh
RRAL !STAYS POR SAW
Kentucky Lain
Leettierweed Development
150 ACRES. Owners have other
()
interest and will make very
liberal terms or contract agree-
ment. This Reject needs a
pusher A greet chance to have
your own lake Subdivision. 43
Iota already sold. Call or write,
T. Pritchett, 4109 Hillsboro
Rapid, Nexhville, Tenn 37213
(21174548). A-14C
ilY OWNER - three-bedreesa
brick home, Si ft. by 61 ft., on
Mae lot. All electric, central
air and heat. Keeneland Sub-
dieition. $24000.00 Phone 753-
7525. Sept. 13-C
F01.7R ADJOINING LOTS i a
Murray Memorial Gardens, Ma-
sonic Section 1-2-3 and 4 ei
Section 83 B. approximately
half price, $195.00. Contact D.
L. Divelloiss, 1631 West Hanley
Rd., Lexington, Ohio 44804.
A-15-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick house.
Air-conditioned, new carpet
throughout. Three blocks from
college in nice neighborhood.
Phone 753-5489. 8:00 a. m. till
11:00 a. in. or evenings after
8:00 p. in. A-14C
HOUSE FOR SALE by maw-
Ideally located, four blocks
from the University, two Meeks
from Robertson School, stone's
throw from new Murray High
School. This happens to be
1623 Sunset Boulevard. Three
bedrooms, Moe living roam,
rAam ambismiban,01.109 Twoge time iegs a ea. met
put en, radleeeeided beide
and out. Back yard enclosed.
Carpet and drapes go with
house Shown by appoPornent
only W R. Peary 753-4409 or
753-2934. A-14C
BY OWNER - tii-epbsdeggee
figane on No Street,
eV per cent transderrabk loan.
Phone 753-4640 after five p in.
A-111-C
9th Street with garage ate
2-bedroom house et 502
-
ad, on 71 a /99 foot lot,
shade and shrubs. Near church,
grocery, hospital, school, and
Shopping Center. Owner hes
moved out of town and will
sell at a bargain, only $12,500.
70 AGMS on Kentucky Lal..:e
about one-half in cleared bot-
tom, balance on ridge in tim-
ber, hog fenced, 2 good springs
and well, only $8,000
GOOD 2-bedroorn home close
to down town, just been remod-
eled, new plumbing, *Metric
heat, carpet throughout. Nice
lot, zone for business. Powell-
sioe with deed, any reasonable
offer will be considered.
NICE BUILDING let, 2.5 wins
on Hwy 94 near lake for only
$2,200.
5.8 ACRES about 5 miles South
on Hwy. 641, about 1 acre'
woods with nice bmildfing 
660 ft highway Mot. far
96,800.
GALLOWAY INSURANCE and
Real Estate Agency. Murray
Kentucky, Phone 753-6842.
A-14-C
FOR RINT
COMMERCIAL BUILDING, good
location, parking area, 2400
sq. ft. building Phone 753-
3866 A-14-C
8 x 40 TWO-BEDROOM trailer.
air conditoned. rent $50.00 per
month Phone 489-3623. A-11-C
TWO-BEDROOM house at 49B
South 11th Street. $80.00 per
month. Possession immediately.
Call Bob Miller 753-3312. A-13-C
TWO-BEDROOM air-condition-
ed house, $6500 per month.
314 North 12th. Available now.
Phone 753-8078. A-13-C
EXTRA NICE 10' wide, two-
bedroom trailer, sir-condition-
' carpeting. private Married
Firm 753-44ai A-14-P
HOOM furnished apart-
ment, easele or singles only.
Middle aged or retired women
preferred. Call Mrs A D But-
terworth 753-1308 Near col-
lege. A-14-P
ELECTROLUX SAL = Is SOW
vies, Box 113 Murray, Sy.. C.
E. Seeders nose 1192411111.
Lf1111•111e, Ky. Augost,-13.0
Summer
Clearance Sale
on Spring and Summer-Suits
Sport Coats. Dacron and wool
blends, cotton and Rayon blends.
Solids - Stripes - Plaids
REGULAR PRICE $29.98 TO $55.00
ALL REDUCED
4 0 %
FOR THIS SALE
SUITS - REGULAI
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 46
To _....  2 1 7 0 S 5 0 5 1
Longs  1 3 $ 7 1 I 2 1
SPORT COATS
Reg. Size  M 37 3$ 35 40 41 42 43 44
To Sell  2 5 6 5 5 5 6 0 3
Lange   I will, sikr
The
College Shop
214 North 15th Street (Across from MSU Library)
GIGANTIC
SUMMER-ENDING
SAA.6-E
ALL
'69 040011 
ON 
NOBLE MOWS
$200,000.00 STOCK TO CHOOSE ROM
*beautiful 60 a 12 3-bedroom Homes, completely
furnished and set up on your let (100-miles free
tielivery)-Gkoing at only $311,5.00.
*Other 12-Wide Models Lew As $3295.00.
*Small Down Par nent-Illalance Loss Than Ihnd
SHOP AND YOU WE. SEE THAT
"YOU JUST CAWT GET A NUM DEAL ANYWYNIIIIrl
DINKINS MOBILE HOMES
'%MIRE MI RIO SIIIJICTIONS AND IlAROAONS
SOL Rebut Dinkins, Dudley Dinkins, J. W. lbstossess,
Rob Dinkins, Jim Wads, Jonah McKenzie or leeway
Corbin seen for the bargain of the Year.
HIGHWAY 79 NAST HIGHWAY 70
PAM, TIMINISSIII WAVY, TINNIIIIIII
ON AND AMR Jaly 21, IMO
I trill not be held responsible
- iter-any- seer dog og
own. Jame A_ loess. A-11/4
PRICE ESTIMATES on your
painting. paneling or smell.
repair jobs Also for sale rem
Olt mixer, $125 00 Phone 753-
1SS. &WC
Because of Popular Demand
BOONE'S COIN LAUNDRY
Locatpd at 13th and Main
- will be open 24 hours daily. except
Saturday will close at 10:00 p.m.
There will be an attendant on duty.
Begins August 4th.
al4c
PO! SA1.111
INN NORTON 790 CC motor =ED
eyrie, approximately 5,580 admos
miles. Must sell. Call 7534503 ad awl
after 6:00 p.m. A-19-P Mg co
 prevent
LIVING ROOM SUITE, end threw*
tables and coffee table Dinette Ws as
set. Call 753-1905 after 11:30 str
A-13-C maws
mitt
emit
pike
NELSON STUD Driver, (Gua)
shoots nails into concrete sad
steel. Practically new, WW1
eery little. Good supply if
ammunition and nails. Waldrop
Saw and Lock Shop. A-11-C
MMILP WANTED
WANTED: Young man for
short order cook Must be ex-
perienced, neat, efficient and
able to furnish references.
12:00 noon to 8.00 p.m. shift.
Apply in person to Colonial
House Smorgasbord. A-15-C
MR Ma
11111111P-190
WOE woes
it alimlima. As
tes Se MIN bobs.
addiwe satins
Ilellsele SW at mutt
Mom lamearibm
Wow gime as lim-
bs job br ad,
• wow sot Mk
I obit ID aim dos
I "NW Mg lbw
MingSkt
IOW I
shall A
EVERYTHING FOR the baby den' Te
Also wringer type washer.
Phone 753-5338. A-L2C HANNA
VOLKSWAGEN body parts - hates h
the ruswindshield, doors, door glass,
deck lid, sun roof, etc Cheap
lent e
for quick sale. See Bandi at Dig 
K.
Sandia Welding Shop, Stella
on 121. A-14-P
FIVE-PIECE solid oak Spanish
dining room suite. Phone 753-
M0.
MANUAL Burroughs adding
machine. Price: $15.00. Cali TEL
1421. A-14C
BABY BED with mattress, clean,
good condition, only $10.00. Call
436-8571. A-140
GIRLS size 6-6x school dress-
es and size 7-8 slack sets. Nice
clothes. Priced reationebk.
Phone 753-3903. ITC
1988 MODEL 160 Honda, $385 •
00. Phone 436-5847. A44C
PEACHES and watermelons.
Phone 753-3141 or 7534533.
A-14-C.
1967 TR4A MG. Am being
Must sell now. Call
753-8338 before 5:00 p. in.
A-144
drafted
BLUE '
pets of
and lot
pooer
Some
RACCO STICK& Mr-
Jerson, Route 2, Drew
-.mom. Phone mass.
A-14-F
i'S husband Hector
7c1 work so be cleans
with Blue Lustre. ! 
ctric shampooer $1.
A-16-C
stre not only rids car-
bul leaves pile sait
Rent electric sham-
Western Auto Store,
-The Wishing Well."
C
rros Pat sALII
FACTORY WORK
Our Manufacturing Plant,
located in Cadiz. Ky.. has
..everal permanent open-
ings for production work-
ers willing to work any
shift.
If interested, please con-
tact the uersonnel office.
Cadiz Spring Products
Division
Hoover Ball and Bearing
Company
Cadiz, Kentucky
An Equal Opportunity
Employer al4c
SAIRVICIES amiss()
PRACTICAL NURSE with many
years experience wishes to stay
with convalescent in their home.
References furnished. Phone
753-5606.
PIANO TUNING. 1% weeks in
Murray. Phone Dave Winslow
753,5848. A-13 C
PAINTING, experienced. Inter-
ior and exterior. Asbestos sid-
ing, like new again. Phone 753.
6434 after 5:00 p. in. A-14-P
WILL DO baby sitting and iron-
ing in my home. Phone 753-
7466. A-14-C
EXPERIENCED lady wants care
of convalescent or aged lady or
couple Live in. References.
Phone 435-56.51. A-14-P
EVENING FREE??? No exper-
ience needed to earn 25% com-
mission demonstrating toys. No
investment. Car necessary,
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
Johnstown, Pa. 18002.
H-A-14-P
PS
1963 1 7tD STATION MOM
Power .Leering and power
brakes 250.00.Phone 753-481111
A-13C
NWT), • TYPE IMP A-1
mechar al condition. See at
Cress F miture from 8:00 am.
to 5:00 A-14C
WANTID TO BUY
I WOULD LIKE to buy, green
helms, butterbeans, corn and
ether vegetables for frees-
ias. Call 753-6030 after 5:90
p.m. T-F-N-C
LOST POUND
LOST: A red white face cow.
1937 C •NROLET, 283, three- One mile north of Hazel. Phone
1111leed,l, Is paint job. Wide oval! 43‘4911. 1TP
tires. r me 474-2371 titer 6:00'
p. in. A-14-C~
BY CrA VER. WM Chevrolet
= 441ser limitsp in ex-condition. air condi-
limed $1400.00. Plow 480-
amm A-14-C
POSIKAS
AN VS
-&-APAIei-
It/SWOIALL.ETIP
KEEP
OFF
GRASS
41-C,
-12
.410
BLACK TOP PAVING
N. Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
lletween COO a. in. and
5:00 a. in.
PROFESSIONAL residential
painting. Brush, roll, spray. Ref-
erences. Free estimates. Phone
753-3486 Sept.-16-C
LOST: Male spotted Beagle
wearing red collar and flea col-
lar, in vicinity of Meadow Lane
Subdivision. Phone 753-8256.
A-1
Bunches of rings on her
fingers make a woman ready for
any fall fashion scene. Singular
shapes and styling, a colorful
mix of stones, the bright light of
enameling all contribute to
keeping rings right on fathion
cue.
* * *
Antique ideas in ring styles
dill are favorites, the blackened
pi.* almost always diamond
studded. Here's where the
cabochon amethysts, the
turquoises, the corals and the
cameos play their starring roles,
and pearls play the supporting
role.
CARD OF THANKS
The children of Mrs. Mamie
Cloys want to take this means
to say thank you to the nurses
of the Murray•Callomay County
Hospital Convalescent Division
and to Dr. Hugh Houston for
the kindness and many hours
of patience shown to our mo-
ther during her long illness.
To Brothers Bill Threet,
Floyd Dethrow, Gerald Elli-
son, and Aude McKee, a spec-
ial thank you for the many
visits and wonderful prayers
prayed with her.
Thank you to the many
Christian men of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ for
°ringing her the Lord's Supper
each Lord's day, and to the
other Christians who so often
visited with her and had pray-
er.
Our sincere thanks to the
neighbors and friends who bro-
ught food and sent the lovely
flowers, for each act of kind-
ness no matter how small,
helped make our sorrow a little
easier to bear.
To Bro. L. H. Pogue and
 I
Bro. Bill Threet thank you for
the beautiful words of comfort.
To the Blalock-Coleman Fu-
neral Home, thank you for the
way you helped us in making
the arrangements and the way
 you conducted the funeral.
The children and
grandchildren of
Mrs. Mamie Cloys
1TC
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deep
appreciation and thanks to our
many friends and neighbors for
the many kindnesses extended
to us during the illness and
death of our husband, father,
and brother, Walsie Lewis.
Especially do we thank those
who sent food and flowers, Dr.
Quertermous, Dr. Bell, nurses
on second floor of the local
hospital, the singers, the min-
isters, and the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Walsie Lewis
and fami y
11P
I NEVER REALIZED IT BEFORE
E3QT I LIVE IN A TERRIBLY
SQUARE., NEIGHBORHOOD...
by Charles M. Schulz
THERE'S NO PLACE AROUND
1-IERE WHERE YOU CAN GET
A PIZZA AFTER MIDNIGiiT
tain'
ION Id
C H , DEAR, I DON'T
*/ANT THAT MAN
-0 GET IN 
ROUBLE
AWL,
"4
•••••..
Abbie 'N Slats
.L111' LU11
JASPER SAYS HE NEVER
WARD OF ME!" 8ALOWEY!
I SELL HIM CHAIRS FOR 1415
AN T IOU f STORE. YOU
SURE GOT THE
R ICHT MAN ?
LIT AJnier
oa 140•40
!'L' .4!!FAN!:
KEEP
OFF
GRASS
by Ernie Bushmiller
Wyploy neyy.Y.1
• IN by IJobed how ST.11.0.8,
?pDa,
2
MI
post1'ivE. 50 RELAX, SON.
ULL L BE ARRAIGNED IN
THE MORNING.
by R. Van Buren
DON'T ASK FOOLISH
OUESTION5 . BE
THANKFUL THAT
YOU'RE NOW IN
CAPABLE LEGAL
HANDS.'
OR AH'LL- -
4t,
AH
o taws
N 1. 4A1 NIO
(COLD DO,
_GOON--
•70' COULD TWIST MAH LI/L. RAID
CLEAN OFFA MAH NECK-MASH
MAN RIBS N -BITE OFF- A
HELPLESS EAR OR TWC - -
AN DONE 'EM
ALL BEFO' -
AN' AI-4'D DO
'EM AGIN -
WIF RILLISH!!
by Al Capp
'CEPT "10' WON'T DO MOTH I N' o'
TH' KIND, Mc GOON - AH
  MAIWT COIN' HOME!!
PAGE EIGHT
Realty tax break
has a champion
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
Housing Secretary George
Romney promises a fight to the
finish to defend a tax break for
the real estate industry which
costs the government at least
$750 million annually.
Romney contends that
congressional tax reformers who
want to eliminate accelerated
depreciation and capital gains
tax treatment for real estate
threaten to scuttle the nation's
goal of producing 26 million
new housing units over the next
10 years.
"These tax changes, if
adopted, would effectively
destroy any opportunity of
meeting the housing goals set by
Congress with existing
programs," Romney said.
But the staff of the House
Ways and Means Committee,
which advanced the proposals as
part of an overall tax reform
package, contends that
accelerated depreciation has
produced far more tax shelters
for the wealthy than family
shelters for the poor.
"We're going to do all we can
Idea
to foil
enemy
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI) —
Hypnotist Jimmy Grippo
suggests that men in the armed
services could be hypnotized
against revealing any military
secrets if captured by an enemy.
Grippo, who has helped solve
crimes for the police and
currently is working on a thesis
regarding long life, said he could
train servicemen to upold the
United States code of conduct
despite torture or brainwashing.
"Information valuable to the
enemy could be literally locked
in the heads of our servicemen,
espionage agents and message
carriers so that no amount of
torture or imprisonment could
extort it from them," said
Grippo.
The fuzzy-haired, bespeckled
hypnotist and slight-of-hand
expert. a permanent entertainer
at Caesars Palace Hotel on the
Las Vegas "strip," has made a
lifetime study of magic and the
mind.
He said that the North
Korean imprisonment of the 82
crew members of the spy ship
Pueblo caused him to ponder the
possibilities of using hypnotism
to help protect such prisoners.
Grippo said secret
information could be carried in
this manner:
An intelligence officer
carrying vital messages from one
officer to another would be
hypnotized. While he was under
a deep hypnotic sleep, the
message would be read to him.
After the message was implanted
on the subconscious mind of the
courier, he would be told that he
could not repeat it unless he
were greeted with certain key
words. Only upon hearing the
pre-agreed key words, could the
courier's subconscious memory
be unlocked. He would then
automatically and involuntarily
deliver the message.
"If the messenger were
captured by foreign agents he
would never divulge the secret,
no matter how much he were
tortured," said Grippo. "Neither
would truth serum work, a drug
commonly used by the
Communists."
He charms
the Britons
to prevent this change from
taking place," Romney said.
Romney argued that the
present tax law provides a
needed incentive to bring money
into the housing market. Even
the suggestion that the breaks
might be eliminated has a
depressing effect, he said.
The National Association of
Real Estate Boards shares
Romney's opposition to the
committee staff proposal.
A Treasury Department
report prepared during the
closing days of the Johnson
administration said accelerated
depreciation of real estate alone
costs the government $750
million a year.
President Nixon's Treasury
Secretary, David Kennedy, has
taken no public position on the
issue.
Joint Position
Romney said he hoped to
work out with Kennedy a joint
administration position. The
Housing Secretary indicated that
Kennedy does not share his
enthusiasm for retaining the
present law.
Accelerated depreciation was
adopted in 1954 primarily to
stimulate the purchase of
machinery and other equipment.
It permits greater tax
depreciation write-offs early in
the life of property with one
allowance declining as the
property becomes older.
However, the property is usually
sold before the depreciation
allowance declines very much.
Fast depreciation on real
estate has taken on a special
form. By using the accelerated
method, most big real estate
developments — office buildings,
shopping centers, motels,
apartment houses and similar
ventures — can be placed on the
books as a tax loss even though
they produce cash to the owner.
The paper loss then can be
used to cut the owner's personal
income taxes. When the
property is sold, the owner must
pay taxes at the lower capital
gains rate on the difference
between the sale price and the
depreciated book value.
The capital gains tax
maximum is 25 per cent.
The value of the tax
advantage increases with the
other income of the owner. For
an individual in a 60 or 70 per
cent tax bracket, the tax break
often exceeds his total equity in
the property. -,-
The use of accelerated
depreciation is effective only on
rental property. It is available to
persons of moderate means as
well as the wealthy, of course,
but there is little to be gained
from the process by a person ir
a 20 per cent tax bracket.
LONDON (UPI) — They
made Willie Nelson promise to
come back and the country and
western singer and songwriter
from Goodlettsville, Tenn., said
he would. Only then did the
crowd of 2,000 in the Lyceum
ballroom leave.
The British have been
nibbling at American country
and western music for some
years but Nelson's tour with Nat
Stuckey of Nashville convinced
"Opry" Magazine, which
sponsored it, that it might well
be the next pop music trend
here.
Nelson, writer of many hits,
was more cautious.
"We're blazing a trail," he
said. "But I must admit we had
full houses every night. The
crowds impressed me because
they might have known some of
my songs but they certainly had
never seen me personally.
They'd have stayed till the lights
went ou t .
Nelson, who describes If
--7---7glapt-aitiertlitckir' and siogiii;
wrote "Funny How Time Slips
Away" and "Hello Walls." Frank
Sinatra has recorded a coinplete
album of his songs.
Texas wan on rats
AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) — The
State Health Department is
sponsoring urban rat control
courses -- half lecture and half
field work.
Officials said the six-day ses-
sions across the state are an
effort to combat an alarming
increase in rats and mice.
State workers estimate more
than 1.000 Texans, mainly in-
fants and toddlers, are bitten
by rodents each year. And
rats are believed to cause 5 to
25 per cent of all fires of un-
known origin" by gnawing in-
sulation off electric wires.
* * *
Lettuce Lover
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Maj. John Bibb, a veteran of
the War of 1812 and an en-
thusiastic gardener, developed
Bibb lettuce about 1870 at his
home here on Petticoat lane.
Bibb was in his 80s at the time
and lived to be 95.
SEX SLAYING Detective
Chester Wilson carries two
rifles and a shotgun in Ann
Adwar.. Mut_ They belonged
to - John N. Collins, who is
charged with the latest of
Seven F ex slayings in the
Ann Arbor - Ypsilariti area.
THE LEDGER & TIMES MURRAY, KENTUCKY
20 percent Off On Our Film Developing.
FALL'S STYLE
Boys need
JEANS
2"
Boys' 133/4 oz. West-
ern Blue Denim Jeans
. . . 4 pockets, son-
forized in Sizes 6 to
16. Colors: Blue Den-
im, Light Blue, Olive,
Brass. "
TUESDAY — AUGUST 12, 1969
We Are An Equal Opportunity mp oyer.
RIGHT QUALITY BUYS
. for Boys
. for Men
The young men of today are individuals, and they
want to dress right in style. Western, casual, sporty
are all phases of today's boys and men.
BOY'S
Authentic Western
Cowboy Shirts
1"
In Woven Ginghams and
Embroider 8)-oadcloth....
Sizes 4 to 12.
MEN'S 26"
LAMINATED
NYLON JERSEY
888
Self Collar, Pointed Yoke,
Vortical Panels, Concealed
Pockets, 8 cz. Taffeta Lin-
ing. Sizes: 36 to 46. In
Brown, Black, Bronze,
Block and Olive.
Boys' Tailored
PAJAMAS
1"
Long Legs, Long Sleeves in
assorted prints with piping
trim. Sizes 6 to 16.
MEN'S
Permanent Press Jacket
80% Cctton, 20% Polyes-
ter, Zip out pile liner, Rag-
lan Sleeves. With Nylon
Quilt Liner, Barracuda Col-
lar. Sizes 36 to 46. Col-
ors: Blue, Gold, Loden.
88
BOYS'
IVY SPORT SHIRTS
Button-Down Collar, Taper and Tails,
Top Center, Perm Press in Sclids, Plaids,
Stripes and assorted 6-5/35 and 50/30
Blends. Sizes 6 to 18.
MEN'S POPLIN
"Koratron Finish"
65% Polyester, 15%
Cotton Perm Press,
Zip Front, 2 Front
Pockets, Inside Pock-
et, Pleated Back, Bar-
racudc Collar. Col-
ors: Navy, Yellow
and Green.
TAKE YOUR CHOICE ALL AT BIG BIG SAVINGS
and Popper
Shakers In 4 colors
from which to
chows.
Recipe Sox io 4
colors from h ich to
chooso
flottl•
Op* nor in 4
colors front
which to
Aetna.
HAT AND COAT RACK
In 4 os • rterd hot colors
•
Hanging
Memo Rock in 4
colors from
which to choose
Letter
4 colors
to choose
A
Holder in
f rorn which
PORTABLE
BOOK RACK
77' For everyone inthe family.
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